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    chapter 1 

 Modern Dance and the Business 
of Popular Culture    

   1.1     Dance as “Revolution”  

 Th e initial response to modern dance hardly suggested that it would con-
stitute a cultural revolution. After performing in the homes of aristocrats 
and patricians in New  York, London, and Paris, Isadora Duncan   was 
engaged by Loïe Fuller   for a tour in Central Europe; she soon went her 
own way, and in 1902 and 1903 gave public performances in Budapest, 
Munich, Berlin, and then again back in Paris. Th e response was mixed. 
One reviewer in Berlin commented that audiences had been enthusiastic, 
but “one really has to wonder why” because “Miss Duncan lacks not only 
shoes and stockings but also a few other things that her colleagues in the 
ballet have” –  namely talent and technical ability. Duncan was clearly “no 
genius of the dance art.” Nor did she display any particular fi re or “pas-
sion”; her performance was “prim” and suff ered from “English sentimen-
tality.” Another Berlin reviewer found Duncan’s performance “lovely, but 
academic and boring . . . sweetly pretty” rather than powerful. A  Dutch 
newspaper reviewer reported similarly in January 1903 that Duncan “takes 
things very much in earnest.” In March a Vienna paper reported that her 
dance appealed through its “gentle prettiness” and was a little “pedantic.” 
In June a Paris reviewer reported that her audience, “which is very fond 
of its ballet tradition,” had laughed at her histrionics. Late in the year a 
German theater journal called her “didactic virtue in motion . . . this isn’t 
dance, it’s a lesson. . . . Her choreographic training is mediocre, and her 
temperament cool.” It was all very nice, but her chaste spirit was disquiet-
ing. Wasn’t the dance supposed to have something sensual at the back of it? 
By early 1904 another Vienna reviewer remarked that “Th is Miss Duncan,” 
with her “sweet, childlike demure eyes,” her “touchingly pretty face,” and 
her boring “skipping around,” was “starting to get on our nerves.”  1   

     1     Oscar Fischel, “Aus dem Berliner Kunstleben,” 1903, unidentifi ed newspaper clipping; Karl Scheff er, 
“Isadora Duncan,”  Die Zukunft  42 (1903); W., “Miss Isadora Duncan: de veelbesproken hervormste 
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 And yet, by early 1904 the tide was turning. While dance critics were 
skeptical, most audience response was positive, and in some cases verged 
on the ecstatic. Duncan recalled in her memoirs that art students in 
Munich and Berlin were so excited they stormed the stage after numer-
ous encores, or insisted on unharnessing the horses from her carriage and 
drawing her through the streets; taking her fl owers and handkerchiefs 
and even scraps of her dress and shawl as souvenirs; carrying her off  to 
a pub to dance on the tables; and carrying her back to her hotel in the 
morning. Her audience “came to my performances with an absolutely 
religious ecstasy.”  2   Most grownups were less euphoric; but newspaper 
reviews even in the initial months of Duncan’s stay in Central Europe 
were often at least moderately positive. In February 1903, for example, 
one Vienna paper praised her “well- measured, graceful movement” and 
her ability “literally to embody classical music” with “artistically refi ned 
sensuality”; another German paper reported of a performance in Vienna 
in March that at fi rst her audience was uneasy with her unfamiliar move-
ment idiom, “but then gradually they found her gentle grace pleasing.” 
Another Vienna paper reported the same process: Duncan’s performance 
was “so completely unexpected” that it took time for the audience to 
appreciate it; but gradually her “sincerity,” her “warmth, roguish charm 
and serenity,” and her “noble and restrained grace” won them over. In 
January 1904 a reviewer in Munich wrote that Duncan made a “highly 
charming and aesthetically enjoyable impression”; in March the same 
paper reported that applause for her dance to Strauss’s “Blue Danube” 
waltz rose to “a paroxysm.”  3   

 By the middle of 1904 Duncan had developed a growing momen-
tum, and was increasingly perceived –  and praised –  as powerful and 
revolutionary, not just sweet and pretty. In June 1904 a Heidelberg 
paper reported that “yesterday slowly but surely this brave girl con-
quered her audience,” showing them that “dance is a great, chaste   art.” 

van den Dans,”  Wereldkroniek  43 (January 24, 1903); unidentifi ed clipping, June 3, 1903, M. H., 
“Miss Duncan,” unidentifi ed clipping from  Das Th eater  1903/ 1904, all in DTAK, Inventory no. 69, 
Duncan- Archiv, II2.6.1.  

     2     Duncan,  My Life  (New  York:  Liveright, 1955 [1927]), pp.  82– 83, 179; Lothar Fischer, “Getanzte 
Körperbefreiung,” in  “Wir sind nackt und nennen us Du”: Von Lichtfreunden und Sonnenkämpfern –  
Eine Geschichte der Freikörperkultur  (Giessen: Anabas, 1989), p. 107.  

     3     Unidentifi ed clipping,  Wiener Abendpost  (February 13, 1903); “Zwei Tänzerinnen,” unidentifi ed clip-
ping (March 22, 1903); “Karl- Th eater,”  Neue Freie Presse  (March 28, 1903); “Th eater und Musik,” 
 Vossische Zeitung  (March 25, 1904); H. v. G., “Isadora Duncan,”  Münchener Neueste Nachrichten  
(January 19, 1904); “Miss Isadora Duncan,”  Münchener Neueste Nachrichten  (March 29, 1904), all 
clippings in DTAK, Inventory no. 69, Duncan- Archiv, II2.6.1. See also Fredrika Blair,  Isadora: 
Portrait of the Artist as a Woman  (New York: McGraw- Hill, 1986), p. 58.  
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By February 1905, a retrospective refl ection in a German literary journal 
on the occasion of Duncan’s fi ftieth appearance in Berlin reported that 
“after a spirited campaign of three years duration against critics, roués 
and wastrels, Isadora Duncan strides victorious and laughing across the 
battlefi eld.” Duncan was a “revolutionary” who had “brought her cause 
a decisive triumph.”  4   

 Duncan had been able to convince audiences that what she was doing 
was legitimately dance, and legitimately art. In doing so she cleared the 
way for the whole generation of young women who followed her onto 
the stage  –  many of them inspired specifi cally by her performances. 
How had Duncan accomplished this feat? She had clearly matured as an 
artist and performer. But more important, she was also a gifted business-
woman. As one Dutch reviewer put it already in January 1903, Duncan 
was “an American, gifted with a healthy portion of practical insight,” 
and had hit on a number of “outstanding advertising ideas.” By 1906, a 
particularly acute German observer remarked that “Miss Duncan is one 
of the most innovative phenomena in the world of the arts and busi-
ness. Two souls reside in her pretty breast  –  the artist and the master 
of ‘business.’ ”  5   Whatever her artistic gifts and abilities, her contempo-
raries understood that Duncan had triumphed also, and perhaps above 
all, by developing a product and a marketing strategy that were per-
fectly suited to the specifi c conditions of her time and place. Th ose who 
emulated her would further refi ne the product and expand the strategy. 
Ultimately they succeeded in making modern dance not just a powerful 
emotional or spiritual experience for many in its audience, but also a 
lucrative performance form and even an important political and philo-
sophical phenomenon.  

  1.2     Modern Dance, Modern Mass Culture, 
and Modern Marketing  

 As an exercise in product design and in marketing, the strategy of mod-
ern dance was shaped by a set of profound shifts taking place in the art 
market in the decades around 1900. Historians often refer to this as the 
emergence of a “mass” culture market. Th e term  mass  is used here in a 

     4     “Isadora Duncan- Abend,”  Heidelberger Zeitung  0(June 13, 1904); Wilhelm Spohr, “Isadora Duncan,” 
 Neue Magazin für Literature, Kunst und soziales Leben  74 no. 5/ 6 (February 15, 1905), clippings in 
DTAK, Inventory no. 69, Duncan- Archiv, II2.6.1.  

     5     W., “Miss Isadora Duncan,”  Wereldkroniek  43 (January 24, 1903); “Isadora Duncans Freitanz- 
Schule,”  Das Th eater  1906, clippings in DTAK, Inventory no. 69, Duncan- Archiv, II2.6.1  
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very specifi c sense, indicating not just a quantitative change but also a 
qualitative change. Th e modern market as it emerged in this period was 
a “mass” market specifi cally in the sense that it was not segmented by 
class, region, or culture. “Mass” culture is neither the culture of the upper 
nor of the lower classes, neither “high” culture nor folk culture. It was 
fi rst developed and remained centered in large cities; but its appeal was 
by no means limited to urban audiences and its geographic reach was 
in principle unlimited. Indeed mass culture was pan- regional and cross- 
cultural. Modern mass culture as it emerged in the late nineteenth century 
was increasingly global culture –  just as mass culture is today. In short, 
“mass” culture ignores and erodes every form of structuring boundary 
between potential audiences. Th e entrepreneurs who organized it deliber-
ately set out to draw large and socially mixed audiences –  white-  and blue- 
collar; men and women; urban, suburban, and rural; “respectable” and 
“advanced”; conformist and avant- garde. In doing so they built a cultural 
pattern that was structured fundamentally not by the loyalties, traditions, 
and identities of class, locality, region, religion, or even nationality, but 
by the market. Mass culture is commercial culture. Th at makes it protean 
and adaptive, rather than prescriptive:  It measures its success not by its 
ability to reproduce particularly fi ne recapitulations of aesthetic tradition, 
not by its rootedness in a particular local or social setting, but by its inno-
vative and therefore expansive capacity and by its mobility –  as measured, 
ultimately, by sales. 

 Th e expansion of the mass culture market in the decades around 1900 
was a result of a whole range of processes. Rising average incomes driven 
by the ongoing industrial- technical revolution raised average per capita 
incomes in Western and Central Europe by more than half between 1870 
and 1910 (and doubled them in the United States), creating armies of con-
sumers with some disposable income to spend on cultural products such 
as performances, publications, or images.  6   Rising literacy gave a steadily 
expanding proportion of the population access to the urban culture mar-
ket. By 1900, every major European city had a kind of dual existence: one 
the real city, and one the city as portrayed in the mass daily press, which, 
with circulations in the tens and hundreds of thousands, was a critical 
source of cultural coherence and the decisive underpinning of the emerg-
ing culture market. Indeed, the daily press penetrated well beyond cities, 
informing –  as one German skeptic put it already in 1889 –  “almost every 
family,” including “the youth and the servants,” even in “the most remote 

     6      www.ggdc.net/ maddison/ maddison- project/ data.htm .  
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corners of our fatherland” of what was going on in the great cities.  7   Th e 
growth of the mass labor union movement particularly from the begin-
ning of the 1890s led to gains in working conditions, such as hours of 
work, giving a growing number of working people some disposable time. 
Th e expanding communications and transportation network played a 
critical role in creating a transnational cultural market, by making travel 
(particularly by train) incomparably faster, cheaper, and more frequent. 
But it also helped to homogenize the culture market locally by mak-
ing it possible to concentrate cultural institutions –  theaters, museums, 
music halls, shopping districts, amusement parks, cinemas –  in particular 
locales, especially in the center of cities. Finally, in some cases particu-
lar technologies had a profound impact. Th e most obvious was moving 
pictures, which were fi rst introduced in the late 1890s, and by 1914 were 
the single most popular art form in European societies. Another example 
was the phonograph, which revolutionized the consumption of music. 
Advances in lithographic and photographic reproduction transformed 
the consumption of images –  giving rise, for example, to a wave of pho-
tographic pornography, the picture postcard, the illustrated newspaper, 
and the handheld Kodak single- lens refl ex camera and mail- in roll- fi lm 
development. 

 Th ese changes brought with them profound transformations in pat-
terns of cultural consumption. Commercial entertainment enterprises 
could now appeal beyond their neighborhoods and even beyond their 
cities, drawing on a vastly expanded and more socially diverse potential 
audience. By the 1910s, in many cases even rural people could travel to 
the nearest town or city to take in a movie or a show or go shopping. Th e 
rising importance of this mass audience gave a tremendous impetus to 
cultural forms that are now entirely familiar to us, but were quite new at 
the time –  the advertising industry, the modern fashion industry, the cus-
tom of going shopping. In the latter case the transformation of the social 
role of women was momentous; the emergence of shopping in central 
business districts drew women out of their homes and neighborhoods 
and created what the historian Judith Walkowitz has called “heteroso-
cial spaces” where men and women mingled, anonymously, in public.  8   

     7     “Die Tagespresse . . . ,”  Korrespondenzblatt  3 (1889):  10; “Petition christlicher Frauenvereine, betr. 
Asschluß der Öff entlichkeit bei Skandalprozessen,”  Volkswart  1 (1908):  45; F. Weigl, “Das gegen-
wärtige Hervordringen des Nackten in die Öff entlichkeit,”  Volkswart  1 (1908):  19. For a wonder-
fully evocative study see Peter Fritzsche,  Reading Berlin 1900  (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Press, 1996).  

     8     Judith R. Walkowitz,  City of Dreadful Delight  (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992), p. 68.  
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Th is in itself undermined prevailing codes of gendered behavior and the 
gendered organization of society. In many cities, indeed before World 
War I, the police had a diffi  cult time distinguishing women who took 
part in this emerging “heterosocial” world from prostitutes  ; a series 
of arrests of women out shopping in German cities in the late 1890s, 
for example, sparked major protests from German women’s organiza-
tions. But the mass market for consumer goods and entertainments 
undermined the traditional markers of class, as well. More conserva-
tive upper- class observers were horrifi ed, for example, by the fact that 
young working- class men dressed up like people "better" than they were 
to go out on a Sunday afternoon, or by the “tendency toward addiction 
to fashion, vanity” and desire for “the greatest possible pleasure in life” 
among young working- class people who bought nice clothes and went 
out dancing, or to the movies.  9   

 Early modern dance was a creation of this new mass culture mar-
ket. Its pioneering performers drew on a whole range of traditions 
and innovations to create a hybrid form that appealed across a range 
of cultural registers, and to a range of audiences –  or rather, again, to 
a “mass” audience. Th e success of the form derived, in no small part, 
from the versatility that this synthesis generated. In multiple ways, 
moreover, modern dance drew quite specifi cally on the most dynamic 
 new  developments in the European culture market, turning them into 
highly eff ective and prestigious marketing channels that associated it 
with the cultural cachet of innovation and progress. In that sense, the 
term  modern  refers not just to the fact that this art form developed in 
the twentieth century, but also to the fact that it very self- consciously 
associated itself with the latest trends in politics, philosophy, market-
ing, and technology. 

 Th e modern dance synthesis operated, fi rst, at the level of technique, 
drawing on and synthesizing three distinct movement traditions to cre-
ate something that was at once familiar and new. Th ose traditions were 
variety- theater and vaudeville dance, a venue and performance form his-
torically closely associated with the urban lower- middle and lower classes; 
ballet, an established if not terribly respectable part of the “high” culture 
of the social elite; and a system of movement training developed earlier in 
the nineteenth century by the French theorist François Delsarte  , which 
was quite widely practiced particularly among the European and North 
American middle classes. 

     9     “Auf zur Rettungsarbeit an den Gefallenen!,”  Frauenblätter  17 (1908): 18.  
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 From variety theater modern dance took elements of “skirt dancing,” 
popular in variety theaters and music halls for two or three decades prior 
to the modern dance boom. Skirt dancing was a high- energy form involv-
ing various gymnastic moves such as high- kicks, backbends, splits, and 
so forth; the “can- can” was the most well- known later off shoot. Most of 
the early modern dancers had at least brief careers in skirt dancing before 
launching their own independent productions. Loïe Fuller   and Ruth St. 
Denis  , for example, performed for some years in vaudeville; but Isadora 
Duncan  , too, worked fi rst in popular theater.  10   Many of the European 
dancers, too, started out as variety theater dancers; and most of them con-
tinued to perform primarily in variety theaters in London, Berlin, and 
Paris. Th e extreme case was Gertrude Bareysen/ Barrison  , who had a very 
successful career as part of an off - color variety theater song- and- dance act 
(with her four sisters, who dressed up in baby clothes and sang suggestive 
songs) in Europe and the United States before becoming a successful “seri-
ous” dancer in Vienna in her twenties.  11   

 Th e emphasis in variety theater dancing was on high energy, acrobatic 
fl exibility, and acting ability; and while modern dance only remotely 
resembled skirt dancing, all the modern dancers adopted and adapted 
these elements to one degree or another. Th is meant that modern dance 
was founded in part on a movement idiom that had an established appeal 
among lower- middle and working- class audiences.   

 Most of the modern dancers also, however, had at least some ballet 
training. Many of them vigorously denied that; but ballet was one of the 
dominant dance idioms of the period, and anyone interested in movement 
was exposed to it. A number of modern dancers incorporated at least some 
gestures or steps from the classical ballet into their acts. Grete Wiesenthal   
was unusual in having a fi rst career in the Vienna opera corps de ballet; 
Ruth St. Denis   took lessons from the famous ballerina Marie Bonfanti 
in New York; Antonia Mercé/ “La Argentina  ” was also trained in classical 
ballet in Madrid before striking out on her own. In addition, by the 1900s 
a number of prominent European ballerinas danced both in ballet and 
opera companies and in variety theaters, particularly in London. In such 

     10     Jochen Schmidt,  Tanzgeschichte des 20. Jahrhunderts in einem Band  (Berlin: Henschel, 2002), pp. 17, 
20, 24.  

     11     Suzanne Shelton,  Ruth St. Denis: A Biography of the Divine Dancer  (Austin: University of Texas, 
1981), 22– 28; Gunhild Oberzaucher- Schüller, “Das bislang verschattete Leben der Miss Gertrude,” 
 Tanzdrama  50 (2000): 6– 11; Elizabeth Kendall,  Where She Danced  (New York: Knopf, 1979), 27– 29; 
Arthur Moeller- Bruck,  Das Variete  (Berlin:  Julius Bard, 1942), pp.  171– 173; Claudia Balk, “Vom 
Sinnenrausch zur Tanzmoderne,” in Brygida Ochaim and Claudia Balk, eds.,  Varieté- Tänzerinnen 
um 1900  (Frankfurt: Stroemfeld/ Roter Stern, 1998), especially 53– 57.  
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venues they seem to have off ered hybrid performances that showcased 
both the technical mastery of ballet and some of the crowd- pleasing 
energy of vaudeville dance.  12   Critics often observed that the modern dance 
pioneers had no real technique, and again, the performers prided them-
selves on that fact (even when it was not entirely true). But many of the 
modern dancers adopted some of the gestural language of ballet. 

   Th is was not the only element that helped to make the modern dance 
aesthetic accessible and legitimate to middle- class audiences, however. 
Most of the modern dancers had studied the movement training fi rst cre-
ated by François Delsarte   in the mid- nineteenth century, and developed 
and propagated later by others, particularly in the United States.  13   By 
the late nineteenth century Delsarte movement was widespread among 
women of the upper and middle classes, in part as a form of training 
in comportment and gracefulness. Th e early modern dancers drew on 
Delsarte poses as well as on the rhetoric of “natural” movement and moral 
improvement that underpinned Delsarte’s system.  14   Both Duncan   and 
Ruth St. Denis  , for example, had Delsarte training and engaged early in 
their careers in a noncommercial, living- room performance form derived 
from it, often called “statue posing.” One London newspaper in 1908 
even referred to Ruth St. Denis as “the latest exponent of the Delsartian 
school.”  15      

  1.3     Familiar Exotics  

 Th e modern dance synthesis operated also through dancers’ choice of 
themes  –  not only how they moved, but also what they portrayed by 

     12     See, e.g., Shelton,  Ruth St. Denis , 83; Ochaim, “Varieté- Tänzerinnen,” in Ochaim and Balk, eds., 
 Varieté- Tänzerinnen , 132– 133; Claude Conyers, “Courtesans in Dance History:  Les Belles de la Belle 
Époque ,”  DC  26 (2003): 230; Sibylle Dahms and Stephanie Schroedter, eds.,  Der Tanz –  Ein Leben: 
In Memoriam Friderica Derra de Moroda  (Salzburg: Selke Verlag, 1997), 19, 22. For a good discus-
sion see Sandra Meinzenbach,  Neue alte Weiblichkeit: Frauenbilder und Kunstkonzepte im Freien 
Tanz  (Marburg: Tectum, 2010), p. 27.  

     13     See Nancy Chalfa Ruyter, “American Delsartism: Precursor of an American Dance Art,”  Educational 
Th eater Journal  25, no. 4 (1973): 421– 435; Gabriele Brandstetter,  Tanz- Lektüren: Körperbilder und 
Raumfi guren der Avantgarde  (Ph.D. diss., Frankfurt, 1995), pp. 66– 69.  

     14     See Shelton,  Ruth St. Denis , 29, 57; Brygida Ochaim, “Die getanzten Bilder der Rita Sacchetto,” 
 Tanzdrama  14 (1991):  23; Kendall,  Where She Danced , 23– 27; Deborah Jowitt, “Th e Impact of 
Greek Art on the Style and Persona of Isadora Duncan,”  Proceedings ,  Tenth Annual Conference of the 
Society of Dance History Scholars  (Irvine, CA, 1987), 195– 197.  

     15     See Kendall,  Where She Danced , 29, 54; Brygida Ochaim and Claudia Balk, eds.,  Varieté- 
Tänzerinnen um 1900  (Frankfurt:  Stroemfeld/ Roter Stern, 1998), pp.  74– 75; Alexandra Carter, 
“London, 1908: A Synchronic View of Dance History,”  DRJ  23 (2005): 39; and particularly Carrie 
J. Preston,  Modernism’s Mythic Pose  (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), pp. 58– 91, 152– 173.  
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moving. Th ey drew self- consciously on two fashionable aesthetic and 
cultural references already well established in the arts in Europe. On the 
one hand, they appealed almost compulsively to the authority of the clas-
sical Greek past. On the other, just as frequently they drew on the “seduc-
tive” charms of the “Orient” –  a rather indeterminate cultural geography 
that included East and South Asia, the Middle East, and North Africa. 

 Th e reliance on classical Greek themes was particularly central in the 
early years of modern dance; and indeed Isadora Duncan   wedded herself 
to the Greeks with extraordinary enthusiasm and tenacity. In her earliest 
independent performances in New  York in 1899, she included readings 
from Th eocritus (and Ovid) by her brother Raymond  ; at her fi rst perfor-
mances in London it was the young classics scholar Jane Ellen Harrison 
who read from Greek texts while Duncan danced. She returned again and 
again to this practice and point of reference.  16   She spelled out the con-
nection between ancient Greece and modern dance most clearly in her 
address in Berlin in March 1903 on “Th e Dance of the Future  ,” a kind 
of manifesto of the modern dance movement. In that address Duncan 
invoked the Greeks as the authors of an art that was perfectly rational and 
universal, but also perfectly natural and individual. As “the greatest stu-
dents of the laws of nature,” the Greeks understood that in nature “all is 
the expression of unending ever increasing evolution, wherein are no ends 
and no stops.” Greek depictions of dance –  for example in statuary and in 
fi gures on vases –  therefore suggested fl uid, organic, dynamic movement. 
But the Greeks also understood that “the movements of the human body 
must correspond to its . . . individual form. Th e dance of no two persons 
should be alike.” Her own dance idiom, derived from these principles, was 
therefore Greek (see  Figure 1.1 ): “dancing naked upon the earth I naturally 
fall into Greek positions.”  17      

 In fact, there was a certain deliberate confusion between dance and stat-
uary in Duncan’s description of what she wanted to do. On the one hand, 
she claimed to have studied Greek art for endless hours –  fi rst in the British 
Museum and then at the Parthenon  –  in order to absorb and capture 
the wisdom and grace of ancient Greek movement. On the other hand, 

     16     Leonetta Bentivoglio,  La danza moderna  (Milan:  Longanesi, 1977), p.  39; Preston,  Modernism’s 
Mythic Pose , p. 173.  

     17     Isadora Duncan,  Der Tanz der Zukunft (Th e Dance of the Future): Eine Vorlesung , trans. Karl Federn 
(Leipzig: Diederichs, 1903), pp.  17– 18, 25. Th e literature on Duncan is enormous; among many 
other studies, probably the most successful in placing her in broad social and intellectual con-
text is Ann Daly,  Done into Dance: Isadora Duncan in America  (Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press, 1995).  
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 Figure 1.1      Isadora Duncan Dover Street Studios  
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because Greek statuary captured the essence of that natural movement, 
her aim was to capture the essence of Greek statuary. “If I  could fi nd 
in my dance a few or even one single position that the sculptor could 
transfer into marble,” she remarked, “my work would not have been in 
vain.”  18   Th e references to Greek statuary in Duncan’s performances were 
so self- conscious that one critic accused her of off ering mere “archaeologi-
cal show- and- tell for upper- class girls,” while another observed that she 
“has something of the very winning and passionate devotion to beauty 
of a professor of archaeology.”  19   Others were more positive, exclaiming, 
for example, that she was “the Schliemann of ancient choreography,” for 
just as the archaeologist Heinrich Schliemann had rediscovered ancient 
Troy and created “restorations of ancient statues and palaces,” Duncan 
“restores, revives the ancient Greek dances.”  20   

 Other performers constantly drew on the same vocabulary, as did 
reviewers, promoters, and fans. A decade after Duncan’s debut in Central 
Europe, Tórtola Valencia too claimed to have spent “many hours in the 
British museum” in preparation for her dance career.  21   Karoline Sofi e 
Marie Wiegmann, who would become one of the most infl uential expo-
nents of the dance in Germany under the name Mary Wigman  , off ered 
a version of modern dance that, like Duncan’s, was in part inspired by 
portrayals of dancers on Greek vases  –  which she claimed to have seen 
not in the British Museum but in the Vatican.  22   Alexander Sacharoff   , 
who performed solo in 1910– 1913 and then formed a successful dance 
duo with Clotilde Margarete Anna Edle von der Planitz (Clotilde von 
Derp  ), discovered Greek art instead in the museums of Paris. His solo 
dances were so deliberately modeled on classical sculpture that one critic 

     18     Duncan,  Der Tanz , p. 21; Duncan, “Th e Parthenon” (1903 or 1904), in Isadora Duncan,  Th e Art of 
the Dance  (New York: Th eatre Arts, 1928), p. 65. On Duncan and classical art, see particularly Daly, 
 Done into Dance , pp. 109– 110.  

     19     Evelyn Dörr, “ ‘Wie ein Meteor tauchte sie in Europa auf . . . ’: Die philosophische Tänzerin Isadora 
Duncan im Spiegel der deutschen Kritik,” in Frank- Manuel Peter, ed.,  Isadora & Elizabeth Duncan 
in Deutschland/ in Germany  (Cologne:  Wienand, 2000), p.  33; Hugo von Hofmannsthal, “Die 
unvergleichliche Tänzerin,” in  Gesammelte Werke: Prosa , vol. 2 (Frankfurt: S. Fischer, 1951), p. 263. 
On the connection between avant- garde art and archaeology, see Jeff rey Schnapp, Michael Shanks, 
and Matthew Tiews, “Archaeology, Modernism, Modernity,” Julian Th omas, “Archaeology’s 
Place in Modernity,” and (for a critical comment) Robert Harrison, “Archaeology on Trial,” all in 
 Modernism/ Modernity  11 (2004): 1– 36. See also Carrie J. Preston, “Th e Motor in the Soul: Isadora 
Duncan and Modernist Performance,”  Modernism/ Modernity  12 (2005): 273– 289.  

     20     Valerian Svetlov, “Duncan,”  Birzhevyie Vedomosti  (December 15, 1904), translation in JRDD, 
Natalia Roslasleva fi les, folder 4.  

     21     “Dancing for Health,”  Th e Morning Leader  (April 20, 1912), clipping in MAE, Fonds Tortola 
Valencia, L3.  

     22     Gabriele Fritsch- Vivié,  Mary Wigman  (Reinbek: Rowohlt, 1999), pp. 12– 13.  
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dismissed them as “museum art.”  23   One fan wrote to Maud Allan   to praise 
her “essentially Hellenic spirit,” insisting that one was impressed by her 
“just as one is by a Greek sculpture, only that a living being is vastly more 
expressive than marble.”  24   Of Adorée Villany’s   dances, one reviewer wrote 
that they were “based on a genuine archaeological foundation”; another 
found that she was “a Greek statue brought to life”; a third called her 
an embodiment, literally, of “the ethical culture of our humanistic educa-
tion”; a French reviewer called her a “statue de chaire” –  a statue made 
of fl esh.  25   Ida Rubinstein   was said to off er audiences “the exact equiva-
lent of a gallery of antique statues.”  26   Another reviewer praised the “noble, 
calm beauty of classical Antiquity” that characterized Gertrud Leistikow  ‘s   
dance performances.  27   Tórtola Valencia  , according to a particularly enthu-
siastic reviewer, was “like a marble [statue] animated by the gods, trans-
formed into human fl esh by a miracle of music”; another found that she 
embodied the “serene beauty of Hellenic rhythms” (as well as the “cosmo-
politan elegance of the ‘music halls’ of Europe”).  28   Here too there was con-
fusion between the real and the artistic image: One reviewer believed that 
Valencia had “brought back to her country in feminine fl esh the perfect 
impression of those Oriental dances which, in the centers of the arts, are 
portrayed in marble sculpture,” a “human sculpture . . . such as Praxiteles 
or Fidus   [prominent German graphic artists close to the nudist move-
ment] should see in their creative dreams.”  29   

 Th is classical Greek theme was important for modern dance for two 
reasons. First, classical Greece had quite extraordinary cultural cachet at 
the time, particularly among the upper and middle classes. Ancient Athens 

     23     Rainer Stamm, “Alexander Sacharoff   –  Bildende Kunst und Tanz,” in Frank- Manuel Peter and 
Rainer Stamm, eds.,  Die Sacharoff s– zwei Tänzer aus dem Umkreis des Blauen Reiters  (Cologne: 
Wienand, 2002), p. 34.  

     24     Felix Cherniavsky, “Maud Allan, Part III: Two Years of Triumph, 1908– 1909,”  DC  7 (1984): 134; 
Maud Allan,  My Life and Dancing  (London: Everett, 1908), p. 105.  

     25     “Die Reformtänzerin Villany,”  Prager Tageblatt  277 (October 8, 1910); “Der Münchener 
Th eaterskandal,”  Berliner Tageblatt  598 (November 24, 1911); clippings in Adorée- Via Villany,  Tanz- 
Reform und Pseudo- Moral: Kritisch- satyrische Gedanken aus meinem Bühnen-  und Privatleben , trans. 
Mirjam David (Paris:  Villany, 1912), pp.  267, 301, 309; Adorée Villany,  Phryné moderne devant 
l’Areopage  (Munich: Bruckmann, 1913), p. 19.  

     26     Michael de Cossart,  Ida Rubinstein (1885– 1960):  A  Th eatrical Life  (Liverpool, UK:  Liverpool 
University Press, 1987), pp. 9, 50.  

     27     Stl., “Tanzabend Gertrud Leistikow,”  Danziger Allgemeine Zeitung  (October 8, 1913), clipping in 
TBCUA, Archief Gertrud Leistikow, Map 4a.  

     28     Pompeyo Gener, “Tortola Valencia,”  Mundial  2 (1912):  527; Tomas Borrás, “El arte de la danza: 
Tórtola de Valencia,”  España Nueva  (December 14, 1911), clipping in MAE, Fonds Tórtola 
Valencia, L3.  

     29     “Del Cartel de Anoche: Romea,”  El Mundo  (Madrid) (December 16, 1911), clipping in MAE, Fonds 
Tórtola Valencia, L3.  
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was widely understood to be the origin, pinnacle, and embodiment of 
Western civilization –  of aesthetic refi nement, political wisdom, and phil-
osophical depth. Attitudes toward warlike Sparta were more ambivalent; 
but the Spartans were often depicted as the pinnacle of Western moral 
virtue –  a society of disciplined, self- abnegating soldier- citizens unfl inch-
ingly devoted to the common weal, even unto death. Mastery of ancient 
Greek and Latin was still, in most of Europe, a marker of upper- class sta-
tus –  of education and refi nement. One study of 1935 even referred in its 
title to the “tyranny of Greece over Germany”; and while the Germans 
were perhaps particularly enthusiastic, the myth of Greece as the cradle of 
Western Civilization was European in scope.  30   

 Ancient Greece was also identifi ed as politically progressive, both 
because Athens was the model of republican civic virtue and because the 
ancient Greeks were still, in 1900, widely understood to have been rational 
and skeptical thinkers rather than superstitious religious fanatics. In some 
parts of Europe, in fact, the classical Greek tradition was portrayed as the 
antidote to later Europe’s own medieval fanaticisms of faith and belief. In 
appealing to classical antiquity, then, modern dance not only established 
itself as high culture, but also associated itself with liberal humanism and 
civic spirit. 

 Second, however, these associations were all the more important because 
in European culture at the time the dance was widely seen as not really 
a respectable art form. Because its medium was the body, dance blurred 
the line between the ideal and aesthetic, which were coded in European 
culture at the time as high, pure, good, and disinterested, and the merely 
corporeal or material, which were coded as low, dirty, sinful, and egois-
tic. Th e aesthetic theory codifi ed by Immanuel Kant   in the  Critique of 
Aesthetic Judgment  of 1790 had a powerful purchase on European thinking 
around 1900. Th e key distinction in Kant’s theory of beauty was between 
the (aesthetically) beautiful and the (sensually) pleasing. Th e latter is a 
perception of the value placed on an object by an observer who, in one 
way or another, desires it or its qualities; the former is a judgment based 
on completely disinterested, detached contemplation. Th e pleasing has 
“always a relationship to the capacity for desire,” whereas the beautiful is 
perceived by “pure contemplation (observation or refl ection).” Whereas 
desiring a thing produces a state of inward dependence on it (because “all 
interest posits a need”), the appreciation of beauty is “a disinterested and 

     30     Eliza Marion Butler,  Th e Tyranny of Greece over Germany  (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1935).  
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free pleasure.” Appreciation of beauty also implies a claim to universality: 
Whereas the pleasing is pleasing in relationship to a particular viewer’s 
desires, appreciation of beauty is a pleasure of pure mind, pleasure in the 
object viewed or contemplated for its own sake.  31   

 In this code dance could only ever have a marginal position in the arts. 
As Friedrich Th eodor Vischer   put it his massive multivolume  Aesthetics, 
or the Science of the Beautiful  (1846– 1857), dance focused on the “use of 
the living natural stuff ”  –  that is, the body  –  “in a system of pleasing 
movements,” and therefore had a tendency to be “seduced” into off ering 
“merely material titillation” rather than ideal values.  32   Vischer did not treat 
the dance as one of the arts: He merely discussed it briefl y in an appendix, 
on pages 1,152 to 1,158 of his work. 

   To make matters worse, as a matter of social practice ballet and variety- 
theater dance were often regarded as, eff ectively, part of the upper and 
middle ranges of the sex market. Th is perception appears to have been 
rooted in reality, at least in some places: Grete Wiesenthal  , for example, 
reported that while her colleagues in the Vienna Opera corps de ballet 
were not granted access to respectable bourgeois salons, they were assidu-
ously pursued by “young and old aristocrats,” who as “worshippers” or 
“chivalrous friends” off ered gifts and patronage in return for a more or 
less openly acknowledged sexual arrangement.  33   And the  New York Times  
dance critic Carl van Vechten  , who went to see variety- theater dance in 
London in 1907, “was more fascinated by the brilliantly caparisoned ladies 
of pleasure who strolled back and forth” in the back of the theater “than 
I  was by the action on the stage.”  34   In France too, as the dance histo-
rian Ilyana Karthas has found, the ballet had become “primarily eroticized 
entertainment,” and public discussion of dance (e.g., in reviews) “catered 
to the male gaze, male desires, and male expectations by emphasizing 
dancers’ sensuality, personality, and physical appearance.”  35   As the dance 
historian Ramsay Burt has put it, then, “dancing and prostitution had 

     31     Immanuel Kant,  Critik der Urtheilskraft  (London: Routledge, 1994), pp. 5, 15.  
     32     Friedrich Th eodor Vischer,  Aesthetik, oder die Wissenschaft des Schönen , part  3, section 2 

(Stuttgart: Mäcken, 1857), p. 1155.  
     33     Grete Wiesenthal,  Der Aufstieg  (Berlin: Rowohlt, 1919), pp. 70, 123– 125. For a general discussion see 

Jörn Runge,  Olga Desmond: Preussens nackte venus  (Friedland/ Mecklenburg: Steff en, 2009), pp. 10– 11; 
Lynn Garafola, “Th e Travesty Dancer in Nineteenth- Century Ballet,”  DRJ  18 (1985): 36– 37; Hanna 
Järvinen,  Dancing Genius: Th e Stardom of Vaslav Nijinsky  (New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2014), 
pp. 30– 31.  

     34     Carl van Vechten, “Terpsichorean Souvenirs,” in Paul Padgette, ed.,  Th e Dance Writings of Carl van 
Vechten  (New York: Dance Horizons, 1977), p. 5– 6.  

     35     Ilyana Karthas,  When Ballet Became French: Modern Ballet and the Cultural Politics of France, 1909– 1939  
(Montreal: McGill- Queen’s University Press, 2015), pp. 12– 13.  
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for some time been established as characteristic forms of metropolitan 
entertainment.”  36     

 Th e result was not only that dance was not taken seriously as art, how-
ever, but even that anyone associated with it had to deal with a certain 
moral stigma. As the English sexologist and dance enthusiast Havelock 
Ellis   put it in 1914, by the late nineteenth century “it became scarcely 
respectable even to admire dancing.”  37   Hans Brandenburg  , who penned 
an early study of modern dance in 1912, recalled in his memoirs that “even 
close friends held my interest in the dance . . . for a pointless frivolity,” 
while serious art critics told him he was “on the way to nowhere.”  38   When 
Maud Allan’s   mother wrote the family lawyer for advice concerning her 
daughter’s intention to go into dance, he advised her that “a dance is a 
dance, and sooner or later it will be given in the Variety halls,” and then 
the “Church people” would be up in arms.  39   And one early American his-
tory of modern dance, published in 1912, recalled that just ten years earlier 
music pundits had experienced Isadora Duncan  ’s use of music from the 
European classical canon as “a desecration.” High art, like the music of 
Beethoven, Gluck, Schubert, or Mendelssohn, should not be associated 
with “so ‘primitive’ an art as dancing.”  40   

 As the dance historian Iris Garland argues, then, the scholarly research 
in museums that the modern dance pioneers claimed to have undertaken 
and their evocation of classical sculpture was important because it “cre-
ated an aura of cultivation, refi nement and authenticity” for their per-
formances. Deborah Jowitt is more blunt, observing that by “reminding 
her audiences of Greek statues, Duncan   knew she was assuring them of 
the high moral tone of her dancing.”  41   Maud Allan   played on this same 
cultural reference in an interview in 1908:  Because her performances 

     36     Ramsay Burt,  Alien Bodies: Representations of Modernity, ‘ “Race” and Nation in Early Modern Dance  
(New York: Routledge, 1998), p. 22.  

     37     Havelock Ellis, “Th e Philosophy of Dancing,”  Atlantic Monthly , February 1914, p. 204, at  https:// 
www.unz.org/ Pub/ AtlanticMonthly- 1914feb- 00197 .  

     38     Hans Brandenburg,  München leuchtete:  Jugenderinnerungen  (Munich:  Herbert Neuner, 1953), 
p. 430.  

     39     Quoted in Felilx Cherniavsky, “Maud Allan, Part II: First Steps to a Dancing Career, 1904– 1907,” 
 DC  6 (1983): 200.  

     40     Caroline and Charles H.  Caffi  n,  Dancing and Dancers of Today  (New  York:  Dodd, Mead and 
Company, 1912), p.  46. See Ann Wagner,  Adversaries of Dance:  From the Puritans to the Present  
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1997); Junius H. Browne, “Th e Ballet as a Social Evil,”  Th e 
Northern Review  2 (1868):  522– 538; Carl van Vechten, “Duncan Concerts in New York,” in Paul 
Magriel, ed.,  Nijinsky, Pavlova, Duncan: Th ree Lives in Dance  (New York: Da Capo, 1977), p. 20.  

     41     Iris Garland, “Th e Eternal Return: Oriental Dance (1900– 1914) and Multicultural Dance (1990– 
2000),”  Dancing in the Millennium:  An International Conference:  Proceedings  (Washington, 
DC: n.p., 2000), p. 195; Jowitt, “Th e Impact of Greek Art,” p. 197.  
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were “a serious and reverent attempt” to give expression in movement to 
the aesthetic qualities of classical sculpture, she claimed, “[m] y dancing 
is perfectly chaste" (see  Figure 1.2 ).  42   And the German/ American dancer 
Elizabeth Selden   stated the case succinctly in 1935: “[T]he prestige of an 
approved and exalted past” helped to “get the dance rooted in many places 
that would otherwise reject that fl ighty art.”  43      

   Th e word Allan used –   chaste , in multiple languages –  appeared over 
and over again in descriptions of modern dance performance; and so did 
countless variations of the claim that modern dance was not suggestive 
or sensual, but ideal, decent, respectable, inoff ensive. In fact, as we have 
seen, at the outset many reviewers found the self- conscious “chasteness” 
of Isadora Duncan’  s   performances mystifying or boring; and some con-
tinued to fi nd her annoying precisely because she was prim, proper, and 
asexual. Th e German painter Max Liebermann   complained, for example, 
that Duncan was “too chaste for me.” Harry Graf Kessler   found her sen-
timental and philistine, and felt that what made her attractive to the less 
discerning public was that “she is naked and conventional.” Th e English 
theater critic Max Beerbohm complained of Maud Allen that “I cannot 
imagine a more ladylike performance,” while a colleague called her “the 
English Miss in art.”  44   

 Ultimately, however, it became clear that this “chaste” quality was pre-
cisely the point. As Duncan   put it in her address on “Th e Dance of the 
Future  ,” her aim was to achieve “a new nakedness, no longer at war with 
spirituality and intelligence” –  a nakedness that was ideal, pure, and inno-
cent, not gross, material, and sinful.  45   Th e idea that the (relative) naked-
ness in modern dance performance was not erotic nudity but authentic, 
“natural” nakedness –  just like in Greek statuary –  was absolutely ubiq-
uitous in the discussion of the dance, ultimately becoming an outright 
cliché. 

 Already in March 1903, for example, one German reviewer assured 
readers regarding Isadora Duncan   “that the nakedness of her legs, the 
veil- thin transparency of her dress make a highly respectable, even 

     42     “Is It, or Isn’t It –  Indecent?,”  San Francisco Examiner , July 12, 1908, in Maud Allan clippings fi les, 
MPDSF.  

     43     Elizabeth Selden,  Th e Dancer’s Quest: Essays on the Aesthetic of the Contemporary Dance  (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1935), pp. 20– 21.  

     44     Harry Graf Kessler,  Harry Graf Kessler: Das Tagebuch, Dritter Band 1897– 1905 , eds. Carina Schäfer 
and Gabriele Biedermann (Stuttgart: Cotta, 2004), pp.  533 (Liebermann) and 539; Cherniavsky, 
“Maud Allan, Part III,” p.  138; Titterton quoted in J. E. Crawford Flitch,  Modern Dancing and 
Dancers  (Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1912), p. 115.  

     45     Duncan,  Der Tanz , p. 25.  
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 Figure 1.2      Isadora Duncan’s chaste nudity, 1900  
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a pleasingly healthy impression.”  46   In December 1904 a St. Petersburg 
newspaper reported that “the  nudité  of her legs does not arouse sinful 
thoughts. It’s a sort incorporeal nudity.” Another found that the “bare-
foot girl shocked nobody, and her nudity was pure and impercepti-
ble.” A  third, in 1906, explained that Duncan was “undressed but not 
nude.”  47   One London newspaper observed of Maud Allan   that “none but 
the most prurient could see the slightest appeal to any sense but that of 
beauty of motion and pose” in her dance, while another praised “its nat-
ural girlishness, its utter absence of sensuous appeal,” and a third believed 
that her “nudity was not intended to have an erotic eff ect.” A Hungarian 
critic even claimed that “during the dancer’s performance, I did not even 
think about her nakedness,” and the  San Francisco Chronicle  told read-
ers in 1910 that “you scarcely stop to consider that she is a woman at all” 
because her performance was “the art of absolute beauty . . . as modest 
as the sunrise, as chaste as the leaves of the forest and as sweet as the 
spring.”  48   One French reviewer reassured readers that Mata Hari’s   per-
formance was “very gracious and artistic and not at all pornographic”; 
another described her as “naked as Eve before she committed the fi rst 
sin.”  49   Tórtola Valencia’s   performance, “semi- nude, does not evoke the 
slightest shadow of eroticism.”  50   A  reviewer of Anna Pavlova   wrote in 
1910 that in “the presence of art of this stamp, one’s pleasure is purely aes-
thetic. Indeed the sex- element . . . counts for very little.”  51   One reviewer 
described Adorée Villany’s   “absolutely chaste dances” as “completely free 
of any profane undertones”; another asserted that her “beauty stands 
far above any sweaty, torrid eroticism”; a third reported that “artistry is 
so great that when the fi nal veil falls, the nakedness of her body is not 

     46     “Zwei Tänzerinnen,” unidentifi ed clipping (March 22, 1903) in DTAK, Inventory no. 69, Duncan- 
Archiv, II2.6.1.  

     47     N. Georgievich, “Duncan,” in  Peterburgskaya Gazeta  (December 14, 1904); Y. V., “Th eatre and 
Music,”  Novoye Vremiya  (December 15, 1904); Valerian Svetlov, “Antique Choreography and 
Miss Duncan,”  Terpsichore  (1906), all translations in JRDD, Natalia Roslasleva fi les, folders 
2, 3, 12.  

     48     Quoted in Cherniavsky, “Maud Allan, Part II,” pp.  207– 208, 222– 223 and “Maud Allan, Part 
III,” p. 125; Ralph E. Renaud, “House Goes Wild with Enthusiasm: Most Wonderful of Dancers 
Exhibits Purest Beauty in Dance Series,”  San Francisco Chronicle , April 6, 1910, in Maud Allan clip-
pings fi les, MPDSF.  

     49     Julie Wheelwright,  Th e Fatal Lover: Mata Hari   and the Myth of Women in Espionage  (London: Collins 
and Brown, 1992), p.  23; Sam Waagenaar,  Th e Murder of Mata Hari  (London:  Arthur Barker, 
1964), p. 55.  

     50     Kurro Kastañares, “ ‘Tórtola’ triunfante,”  España Libre  (December 12, 1911), clipping in MAE, 
Barcelona, Fonds Tortola Valencia, L3.  

     51     Quoted in Keith Money,  Anna Pavlova: Her Life and Art  (London: Collins, 1982), p. 109.  
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disturbing even for a moment.” One Munich newspaper reported before 
her arrest there that

  Hardly anyone will have been off ended by [her performance]. For despite 
her complete nudity –  or perhaps because of it –  one did not even for a 
moment have the sense that this was indecent. One merely delighted in 
the blossom- like charm and wonderful expressive capacity of this graceful 
body. . . . Th e sight of her had the eff ect of a refreshing bath after a hot and 
dusty summer’s day.  

  After her arrest in that city on a charge of public indecency, another 
reviewer wrote that “the human mind was educated” by her performance 
“to see in nudity, in the end, something merely aesthetically self- evident" 
(see  Figure 1.3 ). In a rather odd formulation, he concluded that “nudity 
was conquered by nakedness” (using the same word,  Nacktheit , twice in 
one sentence).  52      

     But while reference to the “ideal” art of classical Greece   was cen-
tral to the appeal of modern dance in its early years, again, this was 
not the only theme on which the modern dance pioneers drew. Isadora 
Duncan   continued to focus her marketing message very explicitly on 
Greece; and most later modern dancers based some of their dances on 
Greek themes. But within a very short time a second set of archaeo-
logical and ethnographic references came to play an even more impor-
tant role in modern dance: references to “Oriental” art. By 1906, Ruth 
St. Denis   would build her tremendous success particularly in Germany 
almost exclusively on Indian themes, inspiring a raft of lesser imitators 
(see  Figure  1.4 ).    By 1907 Maud Allan   was building a highly lucrative 
career primarily in England on her Salomé   dance, that is on an ancient 
Hebrew (hence, at the time, “Oriental”) theme. Mata Hari’s   career, 
mostly in France, was built on a mish- mash of Indian, Egyptian, and 
Javanese references. Elsa von Carlberg/ Sent M’ahesa   performed pri-
marily “ancient Egyptian” dances (which she claimed to have derived 
from her study of Egyptian art in Berlin’s museums)(see  Figure  1.5 ).    
Gertrud Leistikow   performed what she termed Greek, Moorish, 
Japanese, Indian, and Egyptian dances, as well as “Women’s Lives and 
Loves in the Orient” and a dance of harem guards.  53   A special case was 
that of “Spanish” dance, as performed, for example, by Saharet  / Clarissa 

     52     R. B., “Mlle. Villany,”  Münchner Zeitung  #268 (November 17, 1911); F. Kl., “Tanz- Matinee Mlle 
Adorée Via Villany,”  Münchner Post  #269 (November 20, 1911).  

     53     Jacobien de Boer,  Dans voluit, dat is leven:  Gertrud Leistikow (1885– 1948)  (Wezep:  Uitgeverij de 
Kunst, 2014), pp. 40– 53.  
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 Figure 1.3      Adorée Villany portrays grief, 1913  
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Campbell, Antonia Mercé/ La Argentina  , or Tórtola Valencia  . Because 
of the Moorish   past, Spain was considered by many Europeans to be an 
outpost of “the Orient.” 

 Th e use of Oriental themes built in particular on a distinctly less 
“chaste” and respectable tradition in European culture, appealing in par-
ticular to the taste for the spectacular, the exotic, and the suggestive. Th e 

 Figure 1.4      Ruth St. Denis, Indian dancer, 1908  
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 Figure 1.5      Sent M’ahesa, ancient Egyptian, ca. 1910  
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Orient, as Europeans understood it, served that purpose well. Around 
1900 Europeans commonly associated the Orient with opulence and 
luxury  –  probably an echo of the greater wealth and power of Middle 
Eastern and South and East Asian societies in the early modern era, and 
of the immense fortunes made by some Europeans in trade with Asia. 
Th e Orient was also associated with sensuality, sexual license, pleasure, 
and perversity; this was presumably an echo of earlier Christian prejudice 
against Islam, Hinduism, and other “Eastern” religions as immoral and 
lascivious. Th e Orient was further associated with mysticism and religion 
(a theme addressed in  Chapter 4 ); but there was often a close connection 
in European minds between eroticism and the mystical and ecstatic, par-
ticularly in stereotypes of “Eastern” religion. 

 By the early nineteenth century, in any case, the “Orient” was no lon-
ger frightening or unsettling, having been domesticated by European eco-
nomic dominance and the imperial experience. Th e conquest of a large 
portion of the Orient in the late nineteenth century –  including Algeria 
and much of India already by the 1860s, and Egypt, Burma/ Myanmar, 
and Vietnam in the 1880s –  contributed to a widening awareness of the 
cultures of those regions in European culture. 

 In fact, in the last two decades of the nineteenth century a growing num-
ber of performers from various parts of “the Orient” showed up in the West, 
performing in variety theaters and also at the world’s fairs. Th e Paris   fair in 
1900 in particular appears to have been an important moment for modern 
dance: It was, as one observer put it, “nothing but one huge agglomeration 
of dancing,” including Turkish, Egyptian, Cambodian, Japanese, and other 
non- Western performers, among them Sada Yacco  , who infl uenced many of 
the modern dance pioneers.  54   For the most part such performances were pri-
marily of ethnographic interest. But Europeans soon developed their own 
dance acts that combined costumes and some of the movement and gestural 
vocabulary of “Oriental” dance with more familiar elements. A good exam-
ple is Cléo de Mérode  , a Paris opera ballerina, who made a hit at the World 
Exposition of 1900 with a “Cambodian” dance copied from a bona fi de vis-
iting Cambodian dance troupe; another is the dancer and courtesan Liane 
de Pougy  , who appeared as a “Hindu priestess” in variety theaters in 1901.  55   

     54     Quoted in Shelton,  Ruth St. Denis , 42.  
     55     Conyers, “Courtesans in Dance History,” p. 230; Brygida Ochaim, “Varieté- Tänzerinnen um 1900,” 

in Brygida Ochaim and Claudia Balk, eds.,  Varieté- Tänzerinnen um 1900  (Frankfurt: Stroemfeld/ 
Roter Stern, 1998), p. 89. A number of performers – e.g., Duncan, St. Denis, Allan –  appear to have 
been infl uenced by the Japanese actress Sada Yacco, who performed in the United States and Europe 
in 1899/ 1900, including at Loïe Fuller’s theater in Paris during the world’s fair there in 1900. See 
Duncan,  My Life , p. 94; Ruth St. Denis,  An Unfi nished Life  (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1939), 
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 By 1900, in other words, modifi ed forms of Oriental dance idiom were 
only nominally “exotic”; in practice, they were very familiar. Th e (allegedly) 
Indian elements in St. Denis’s   dance, the “Egyptian” ones in Sent 
M’ahesa’s  , or the “Moorish  ” ones in Tórtola Valencia’s were not innova-
tions; they played on the well- established craze for all things Oriental 
in this period. Already by the early nineteenth century, Oriental themes 
had been important in European ballet, opera, vaudeville, and variety- 
theater entertainments; they became more so with the onset of the New 
Imperialism   from the 1880s until World War I. 

 Modern dancers drew on “Oriental” themes in eff ect as a counterpoint 
to “classical” themes, establishing a productive, dynamic tension. Th ey 
used Greek references to communicate the Apollonian –  the rational, har-
monious, balanced, and ideal. As Duncan put it, “In no country is the 
soul made so sensible of Beauty and of Wisdom as in Greece,” and “Th e 
true dance” –  Greek dance –  “is an expression of serenity.”  56   Th e Orient 
they used instead to communicate the Dionysian –  wild, emotional, sen-
sual, sexy beauty, not wisdom but passion, not measure but appetite. 

 A particularly good example is that of Adorée Villany. Villany did per-
form in “Greek” mode; but a number of her dances were themed around 
particular intense and often negative emotions  –  grief, despair, melan-
choly, rage, jealousy, fear. In these more emotionally expressive dances, 
she often cast herself as an “Oriental” –  an ancient Egyptian, Assyrian, 
Persian, or, in her own version of the Salomé act (including a recitation 
from Oscar Wilde  ’s   play, in the French original), an ancient Hebrew. Th ese 
fi gures permitted her, according to contemporary cultural stereotypes, to 
embody the passionate and the sensual. Reviewers reported, for example, 
that her performance of Wilde’s piece eff ectively portrayed “raving eroti-
cism” or “the character of a wild- cat, the perverse woman’s combination of 
lust and cruelty”; that her portrayal of passionate, uncontrolled eroticism 
was a “signifi cant histrionic achievement”; or that she portrayed “the inner 
feelings of the passionate Oriental woman.”  57   

 Villany was, then, able to use references to ancient cultures to com-
bine in her performances, as one reviewer put it, “wonderfully soulful 
gracefulness” with “passionate expressive capacity” –  the best of both 

p.  81; Gabriele Brandstetter and Brygida Maria Ochaim,  Loïe Fuller:  Tanz– Licht- Spiel– Art 
Nouveau  (Freiburg: Rombach, 1989), pp. 45– 50; Shelley C. Berg, “Sada Yacco: Th e American Tour, 
1899– 1900,”  DC  16 (1993): 147– 196 and “Sada Yacco in London and Paris, 1900: Le Rêve Réalisé,” 
 DC  18 (1995): 343– 404.  

     56     Duncan,  Art of the Dance , pp. 66, 99.  
     57     Villany,  Tanz- Reform , pp. 266, 269, 271.  
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worlds.  58   She was both a wild, out- of- control, active, perverse Oriental 
and a poised, balanced, static Greek, both unadorned ideal nakedness and 
(semi- )costumed Oriental exotic. Villany sought –  apparently with some 
success –  to embody what Kenneth Clark, in his classic study of  Th e Nude  
in Western art, saw as the two divergent versions of the nude: the Celestial 
Venus, symbolizing divine, universal, ideal beauty; and the Earthly Venus, 
symbolizing carnal, individual, and sensual beauty.  59     

 Villany was anything but exceptional in this respect; other dancers in 
the period adopted precisely the same strategy. Th e low point was surely 
an advertisement for Maud Allan’s   early London performances that 
billed her as “a delicious embodiment of lust” and described her “satin 
smooth skin” with its “tracery of delicate veins that lace the ivory of her 
round bosom,” her mouth “ripe as pomegranate fruit, and as passionate 
as the ardent curves of Venus herself,” and “the desire that fl ames from 
eyes and bursts in hot fl ames from her scarlet mouth” –  and yet  also 
billed her as “the breathing impersonation of refi ned thought and dei-
fi ed womanhood.” Reviewers responded by praising not only her “utter 
absence of sensuous appeal” but also her “nudity expressive, vaunting 
and triumphant”; or her ability to exert a “fascination . . . animal- like 
and carnal . . . hot, barbaric, lawless” but the next moment be “pure 
as the hilltop air.”  60   Mata Hari  , too, was described as displaying both 
“wild voluptuous grace” and “true antique beauty”; in Tórtola Valencia’s   
case it was “wild abandon” and “stateliness.”  61   One of only two male 
dancers who inspired similar enthusiasm in this period, Vaslav Nijinsky  , 
was not exempt; he too could be both “a Greek god” and “the embodi-
ment of lust.”  62   

 Ruth St. Denis played on this dualism perhaps most furiously of all. 
In her signature dance she impersonated Radha  , the consort of Krishna, 
awakened from motionless contemplation to enjoy each of the fi ve senses 
in turn (hence the alternative title, “Dance of the Five Senses”) in a 
devotional dance that ended in an almost openly orgasmic paroxysm of 

     58      Ibid ., p. 267.  
     59     I am following here Lynda Nead,  Th e Female Nude:  Art, Obscenity and Sexuality  (New  York: 

Routledge, 1992), p. 19.  
     60     Quoted in Cherniavsky, “Maud Allen, Part III,” p. 122, 127– 128.  
     61     Wheelwright,  Th e Fatal Lover , p. 16; Iris Garland, “Early Modern Dance in Spain: Tórtola Valencia, 

Dancer of the Historical Intuition,”  DRJ  29 (1997): 3.  
     62     Jörg Schuster, ed.,  Harry Graf Kessler:  Das Tagebuch, Vierter Band 1906– 1914  (Stuttgart:  Cotta, 

2004), pp.  574, 685, 689, 737. On the “Orientalization” of Nijinsky and the Ballets Russes, see 
Hanna Järvinen, “Th e Russian Dancing  –  Vaslav Nijinsky in Western Imagination,”  Conference 
Proceedings, Congress on Research in Dance, October 26– 28, 2001  (New York: New York University, 
2001), 165– 166.  
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sensuality, before returning to devotional immobility. As one early history 
of the dance reported it, during the dance she wreathed herself with 
fl owers,

  drawing them luxuriously around her, crushing them against her shimmer-
ing fl esh . . . satin- petalled lotus, laid in turn to her cheek, her arm, her lips; 
while the smooth ripples of muscles under her glossy skin respond with 
shivers of sensitive sympathy to the caressing pressure of her foot upon the 
ground. Every nerve is sensitive and in turn conveys the message.  63    

  Yet St. Denis set this suggestive and sensual dance in the context of a reli-
gious rite in a temple. As the Austrian poet, playwright, and critic Hugo von 
Hofmannsthal   put it, St. Denis’s dance “goes right up to the borders of lust, 
but is chaste”; Harry Graf (Count) Kessler   admired St. Denis’s ability to 
combine “animal beauty and mysticism,” both “sexless divinity and merely- 
sexual woman,” both the “sexlessness” of the American woman and the 
“almost animal sexual feeling of the Oriental woman” –  as well as remark-
ing, of course, that she appeared “as if climbed down from a Greek   vase.”  64   

 At the turn of the century “animal” sensuality was widely associated in 
the European social elite not only with the Orient but also with the lower 
classes –  so much so, for example, that some early scientists of sex just after 
1900 assumed that sexual perversions were particularly common among 
Muslims, “primitive” peoples, and the working classes.  65   Not surprisingly, 
therefore, “Oriental” modern dance was often seen as appropriate for the 
variety- theater   audience, while “Greek” modern dance was more tasteful. 
To some extent dancers conformed to this prejudice: Th e “Greek” Isadora 
Duncan  , for example, very demonstratively refused to perform in variety 
theaters, while the “Orientals” Ruth St. Denis   and Maud Allan   performed 
primarily in them. Adorée Villany   is, again, a particularly striking case: After 
being tried for indecency in Paris in early 1913 for performances in a rented 
theater, she moved to the Folies- Bergères  , the leading variety theater in 
Paris, and danced on unmolested –  still, as one wag put it, “almost nude” 
but “very chaste.” As one German language newspaper in Paris commented, 
it appeared that the Philistines of Paris were happy to tolerate immorality 
in popular entertainment, as long as it didn’t claim to be art for the elite.  66   

     63     Caffi  n and Caffi  n,  Dancing and Dancers of Today , p. 85.  
     64     Hofmannsthal, “Die unvergleichliche Tänzerin,” p. 262; Schuster,  Harry Graf Kessler , p. 192; Hugo 

von Hofmannsthal,  Hugo von Hofmannsthal/ Harry Graf Kessler: Briefwechsel 1898– 1929 , ed. Hilde 
Burger (Frankfurt: Insel, 1968), p. 130.  

     65     Iwan Bloch,  Beiträge zur Aetiologie der Psychopathia sexualis  (Dresden: Dohrn, 1902), pp. 11– 12, 26, 
34, 58, 63.  

     66     Duncan,  My Life , p. 84; Villany,  Phryné , pp. 22, 38, 65.  
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 And yet, the interest in things Oriental was at least as common among 
the middle and upper classes as among the working classes, and no less 
in high art than in mass entertainment. Oriental themes were common 
in European painting, theater, literature, opera, architecture, and bal-
let from the early nineteenth century onward. St. Denis’s “Radha” dance, 
for example, was performed to music from Leo Delibes’s “Oriental” opera 
 Lakmé  of 1883.  67   And collecting Oriental art was among the fashionable 
pastimes of the wealthy throughout the century. A striking case example of 
the convergence of modern dance and upper- class interest in the “Orient” 
is Mata Hari’s   debut in Paris in 1905, which took place in the private Musée 
Guimet. Émile Guimet was an industrialist who had traveled to Asia and 
the Middle East in 1876, at the behest of the Ministry of Public Instruction, 
to study Eastern religions and buy up Asian and Islamic art.  68   

 As St. Denis’s use of opera music for her “Indian” dance suggests, an 
important strategy for rendering Oriental themes more respectable and 
hence appropriate for middle- class audiences was the use of European 
music as accompaniment not only for Greek dance but also for dances 
that played on Oriental themes. Th at reassured audiences that such per-
formances were serious art, not frivolous (and morally questionable) enter-
tainment. In some few cases where they wanted something more audibly 
“Oriental,” these performers commissioned music or even hired bona fi de 
“Oriental” musicians. Both Ruth St. Denis and Mata Hari  , for example, 
hired the Indian musician Inayat Khan   and his ensemble to play for some 
performances.  69   For the most part, however, the modern dance pioneers 
simply ransacked the canon of great European composers for music. In 
particular, they appear to have relied heavily on the romantics and on the 
more lush of contemporary composers. Both Greek and Oriental dances 
were performed to the music of Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Schumann, 
Schubert, Liszt, Chopin, Wagner, Strauss, Delibes, Bizet, Debussy, and 
Brahms; less common choices were Sibelius, Tchaikovsky, Grieg, Satie, 
Milhaud, and Mussorgsky. Classical and baroque composers (Gluck, 
Händel, Bach, Scarlatti, Couperin) came a distant second; and non- 
Western music was the exception.  70   

     67     See Kendall,  Where She Danced , p. 29, 54.  
     68     Anne Décoret- Ahiha,  Les danses exotiques en France, 1880– 1940  (Paris:  Centre Nationale de la 

Danse, 2004), p. 130;  www.guimet.fr/ fr/ musee- guimet/ histoire- du- musee- guimet .  
     69     Julia Keay,  Th e Spy Who Never Was:  Th e Life and Loves of Mata Hari  (London:  Joseph, 1987), 

p.  41; Inayat Khan,  Biography of Pir- o- Murshid Inayat Khan  (London:  East- West, 1979), p.  124; 
Waagenaar,  Th e Murder of Mata Hari , p. 104.  

     70     See, e.g., the lists in Claudia Jeschke and Gabi Vettermann, “Isadora Duncan, Berlin and Munich 
in 1906: Just an Ordinary Year in a Dancer’s Career,”  DC  18 (1995): 228; Felix Cherniavsky, “Maud 
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 It is worth remembering that there were plenty of options at the time –  tango, 
folk tunes, jazz, music- hall tunes, or authentic African, Near Eastern, East 
Asian, or South Asian music. But the overwhelming impression given 
both by reviews and performers’ own accounts is that dancing to the 
European romantics and moderns was eff ectively self- evident. Part of the 
appeal of early modern dance appears to have been that these performers 
sought to “embody” the romantic musical tradition  –  which we might 
see as a striking example of the translation of a nineteenth- century “high” 
cultural form for twentieth- century “mass” audiences. 

 Th e agenda of the modern dancers dovetailed neatly here with that of 
the variety theaters   they performed in. Variety theater was widely under-
stood to have originated as lower- class entertainment, and to be less than 
fully respectable. In London in particular there had been a major eff ort 
by morality campaigners to shut down variety theaters as dens of vice. In 
response to such campaigns and to the evolution of the more integrated, 
cross- class “mass  ” audience for commercial entertainments, metropoli-
tan variety theaters were by the turn of the century deliberately moving 
away from their lower- class origins and catering to a “family” –  that is, 
respectable  –  audience, including both men and women and members 
of the middle class, and to more established artists as well as the bohe-
mian avant- garde. Variety theater in Germany and France passed through 
a similar development in the same years.  71   Modern dance performers were 
clearly part of this development: In place of the suggestive skirt- dance rou-
tines of the 1880s and 1890s, in the new millennium they off ered a dance 
form that was identifi ably “artistic.” Maud Allan’s   extraordinarily success-
ful engagement at the Palace Th eater in London, for example, was a delib-
erate response to the middle- class moralists’ success in forcing the theater 
to abandon nude   “statue posing” acts; after her the theater recruited the 
great ballerina Anna Pavlova   for the same purpose.  72   

 Both the technique and the thematic content of early modern dance, 
then, were tailored to meet the needs of a culture market undergoing rapid 

Allan, Part I: Th e Early Years, 1873– 1903,”  DC  6 (1983): 29; Nils Jockel and Patricia Stöckemann, 
 “Flugkraft in goldene Ferne”: Bühnentanz in Hamburg seit 1900  (Hamburg: Museum für Kunst und 
Gewerbe, 1989), p. 23; de Boer,  Dans voluit , p. 73.  

     71     See, e.g., Helen Th omas,  Dance, Modernity and Culture  (New York: Routledge, 1995), pp. 58– 59; 
Ruth Freydank, ed.,  Th eater als Geschäft: Berlin und seine Privattheater um die Jahrhundertwende  
(Berlin: Hentrich, 1995); Claudia Balk, “Vom Sinnenrausch zur Tanzmoderne,” in Ochaim and 
Balk, eds.,  Varieté- Tänzerinnen , pp. 31– 32; Peter Jelavich,  Berlin Cabaret  (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1993), pp. 21– 23; Karthas,  When Ballet Became French , p. 23.  

     72     Judith R. Walkowitz,  Nights Out: Life in Cosmopolitan London  (New Haven, CT: Yale University 
Press, 2012), p. 82.  
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transformation around the turn of the century. Where ballet had been coded 
as “high” culture for the middle and upper classes, and skirt- dancing or vari-
ous forms of nude posing as “low” culture for the popular variety theater, 
modern dance was built to appeal to a “mass” audience in which such dis-
tinctions were increasingly irrelevant. 

 A special case of this kind of appeal was the participation of some of the 
modern dancers in a new kind of spectacular middle- brow entertainment that 
combined dance, music, and theater for giant “shows” with high production 
values and wide audience appeal, under the direction of well- known impre-
sarios. In Europe, the most remarkable case was that of Max Reinhardt  , who 
mounted major productions in –  among other cities –  Berlin, London, Paris, 
and Munich. Grete Wiesenthal   took part in major Reinhardt productions in 
1909, 1910, and 1912; Tórtola Valencia   performed in multiple Reinhardt pro-
ductions in London, Paris, and Munich between 1908 and 1912; Clotilde von 
Derp   was in Reinhardt shows in Munich in 1909 and in London in 1911.  73   
In the United States, the productions of David Belasco   played a similar role; 
among others, Ruth St. Denis   appeared in some of his productions early in 
her career.  74   Such programs achieved a broad middle-  and lower- middle- class 
audience. Th ey were an important vehicle to audience acceptance and star-
dom for many of the modern dance pioneers. 

 Th e modern dance pioneers were suffi  ciently successful in making their 
art “respectable” that a number of them also were able to vault themselves 
directly into the realm of “high” art, and to appear, for example, in some 
of Europe’s leading opera houses. Isadora Duncan   choreographed dance 
scenes for the 1904 production of  Tannhäuser  in Bayreuth. Ruth St. Denis   
performed a number of her dance compositions during intermissions of 
some productions at the Comic Opera in Berlin in 1906, and Mata Hari   
danced in opera productions in Milan and Monte Carlo.  75   A number of 
dance stars adopted, too, another marketing strategy that allowed them to 
gain access to respectable theater audiences: renting legitimate theaters for 
solo appearances for periods of a few days or a week, and inviting “select” 
audiences –  often the local arts community –  to “private” performances. 
Such performances were not always uncontroversial; Maud Allan  , for 

     73     Schmidt,  Tanzgeschichte , p.  28; Garland, “Early Modern Dance in Spain,” p.  7; Th omas Betz, 
“Der Russe und die Münchnerin,”  Tanz- Journal  1, no. 1 (2003): 37; Leonhard M. Fiedler, “ ‘nicht 
Wort –  aber mehr als Wort . . .’: Zwischen Sprache und Tanz –  Grete Wiesenthal und Hugo von 
Hofmannsthal,” in Gabriele Brandstetter and Gunhild Oberzaucher- Schüller, eds.,  Mundart der 
Wiener Moderne: Der Tanz der Grete Wiesenthal  (Munich: Kieser, 2009), p. 134.  

     74     Kendall,  Where She Danced , pp. 44, 46.  
     75     Th eresa Cameron, “Th e Tannhäuser Bacchanale in Bayreuth,” in Gunhild Oberzaucher- 

Schüller, Alfred Oberzaucher, and Th omas Steiert, eds.,  Ausdruckstanz  (Wilhelmshaven:  Florian 
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example, was prevented from performing in theaters in Munich, Vienna, 
and Manchester, and Adorée Villany   was tried in Munich and Paris, 
obliged to wear a bodysuit in Vienna, and prevented from performing in 
Prague.  76   But the modern dancers were clearly successful in eroding the 
fairly rigid boundaries of the “respectable.”    

  1.4     Beyond Dance  

 In all these respects, then, the modern dance pioneers were able to achieve 
a synthesis that appealed to audiences across the whole spectrum of theater 
venues –  from opera down to variety theater. Beyond that, however, many 
of them were able to move from theater into entirely new forms of perfor-
mance, and new marketing channels, that were rapidly becoming character-
istic of the twentieth- century mass consumer market. 

   Th e single most important of these was the cinema. Th e movies were 
largely understood to be primarily a lower- class entertainment form, a 
kind of poor- man’s theater. In fact fi lm played a role in variety theater, 
where the short clips typical of the early fi lm industry fi t into the program 
well. But the market for the movies was soon clearly a “mass” market, 
crossing class boundaries; and that made it an ideal vehicle for the modern 
dance stars. Th e association of dance with cinema can be traced back to 
the beginning of both, when Th omas Edison made a two- minute fi lm of 
Ruth St. Denis   in 1894, or when an early French fi lm company fi lmed 
Cléo de Mérode   in 1900. But virtually every major and many minor dance 
stars appeared in fi lm, with participation rising particularly after 1912 –  
including Grete Wiesenthal  , Friderica Derra de Moroda  , Rita Sacchetto  , 
Gertrude Leistikow  , Stacia Napierkowska  , Saharet  , and Olga Desmond  .  77   
Th ere was a clear thematic connection between early fi lm and modern 
dance, in that fi lmmakers too often played on the same themes that 
modern dance did, and for the same reasons. Some early German titles 
included, for example, “Sculpture Works,” “Th e Rape of the Sabines,” 
and, of course, “Th e Dance of Salomé  ”; and in 1913 Grete Wiesenthal   

Noetzel, 1986), pp.  280– 283; Shelton,  Ruth St. Denis , 75; Christine Lüders,  Apropos Mata Hari  
(Frankfurt: Verlag Neue Kritik, 1997), pp. 24, 26.  

     76     Cherniavsky, “Maud Allan, Part II,” pp. 212, 215– 216 and “Maud Allan, Part III,” p. 134; Villany, 
 Tanz- Reform , pp.  264, 344– 345; “All London Is Agog over Maud Allan’s Barefoot Dance,”  San 
Francisco Examiner , July 12, 1908, in Maud Allan clippings fi les, MPDSF.  

     77     Karin Ehrich, “Im Sauseschritt,”  Tanzdrama  58 (2001): 8 (Gertrud Leistikow); Brygida Ochaim, 
“Die getanzten Bilder der Rita Sacchetto,”  Tanzdrama  14 (1991):  25 (Sacchetto); Kendall,  Where 
She Danced , p. 39 (St. Denis); Leonhard M. Fiedler and Martin Lang, eds.,  Grete Wiesenthal: Die 
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starred in a fi lm that off ered “intimate scenes from the harem, which 
otherwise remain veiled from Europeans eyes.”  78   But even aside from such 
connections, of course, the alliance between dance and fi lm was an obvi-
ous one: Dance was the art of movement, and the moving pictures were 
the logical means for dance artists to extend their reach beyond the the-
ater audience. 

 Th ere was, then, an important “comarketing” arrangement between the 
movies and modern dance. Film off ered the dance stars another income 
stream; using dancers helped to give the movies a certain aura of raciness, 
by presenting moving images of beautiful, partially clad young women. 
But it also helped to give cinema a certain cultural cachet as the only 
medium that could fully capture and preserve a new, exciting art form.   

   Th e modern dancer’s use of still photography played on precisely this 
same ambiguity. Most of the early modern dance stars marketed still 
photographs of themselves. In some cases these were sold as cheap pic-
ture postcards  ; in others they were sold as relatively high- priced “artist’s 
studies.” In either case they were part of a new genre generated by the 
falling price of photographic reproduction, one that occupied a place 
midway between what we would today consider soft- core porn and a 
serious resource for artists, for whom the cost of paying models could be 
considerable. Isadora Duncan   took a relatively restrained and high- brow 
approach, having her photo taken by the progressive and feminist Elvira 
photo atelier   in Munich. Adorée Villany  , in contrast, marketed large 
numbers of photographic images of herself in various states of undress, 
from fully wrapped up in black cloth (Chopin’s “Funeral March”) to com-
pletely naked (Mendelssohn’s “Spring Song”). Th ese images were sold at 
her performances, at ticket outlets, and in other outlets in cities where 
she was performing. Th e Italian- German dancer Rita Sacchetto  , Gertrud 
Leistikow  , and Maud Allan   used a similar marketing strategy, though their 
photographs were less daring.  79   

Schönheit der Sprache des Körpers in Bewegung  (Salzburg:  Residenz, 1985), pp.  39– 41, 155 
(Wiesenthal); Brygida Ochaim, “Varieté- Tänzerinnen” and “Biographien,” in Ochaim and Balk, 
 Varieté- Tänzerinnen , pp. 76, 133, 135– 138 (Sacchetto, Napierkowska, Olga Desmond, Anita Berber, 
Polaire, Saharet); de Boer,  Dans voluit , p. 45; Cléo de Mérode,  Le ballet de ma vie  (Paris: Horay, 
1985 [1955]), p. 227; Runge,  Olga Desmond , p. 76.  

     78     Jeanpaul Georgen, “Der pikante Film: Ein vergessenes Genre der Kaiserzeit,” in Th omas Elsaesser 
and Michael Wedel, eds.,  Kino der Kaiserzeit:  Zwischen Tradition und Moderne  (Munich:  text + 
kritik, 2002), p. 47; Fiedler and Lane,  Grete Wiesenthal , esp. pp. 39– 40 (quotation).  

     79     See the illustrations in  Tanz- Reform , passim; de Boer,  Dans voluit,  p.  53; Gisela Barche and 
Claudia Jeschke, “Bewegungsrausch und Formbestreben,” in Gunhild Oberzaucher- Schüller, 
Alfred Oberzaucher, and Th omas Steiert, eds.,  Ausdruckstanz  (Wilhelmshaven:  Florian Noetzel, 
1986), pp. 318– 320, 325; Fiona Macintosh, “Dancing Maenads in Early 20th- Century Britain,” in 
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 Critics of the form regarded the sale of such images as clear evidence of 
merely prurient interest. In fact the development of the picture- postcard 
industry (and related forms of image marketing, such as collectible images 
sold in packs of cigarettes) had given rise to considerable debate about 
the artistic merits of mass- reproduced artworks. Some argued that even 
great artistic nudes or scenes from mythology in this form constituted 
pornography, not art; others argued that this was a way of bringing art to 
the masses. But whether the one or the other, for some performers such 
as Villany   they were apparently a not- insignifi cant source of income. We 
can see this, too, as a form of comarketing arrangement with a rapidly 
expanding new cultural industry.    

 While modern dancers’ participation in the fi lm and photographic 
industry appealed primarily to a lower- class audience, their participation 
in the burgeoning fashion industry placed them squarely in the context of 
middle- class culture. Th e modern dancers played an important role in the 
establishment and propagation of a new conception of female beauty, and 
of the clothing built around it. One of the odder aspects of the modern 
dance revolution was the importance of skinniness to reviewers, audiences, 
and even performers. In early reviews, for example, Duncan   was a “maiden” 
or “girl,” or a “pale slender American girl.”  80   Mata Hari   was slender and 
“snake- like” or “serpentine.”  81   Grete Wiesenthal   was described by one critic 
as “a little maiden, skinny, even haggard.”  82   Anna Pavlova was “thin as a 
skeleton and her ugliness is off - putting”; or, in a slightly more charitable 
key, “neither beautiful nor specially well- built, but thin.”  83   Ruth St. Denis   
attributed part of her success in Germany in 1907 and 1908 to the “amaze-
ment of the German mind at seeing so slender a body.” One critic called her 
“exquisitely slender.”  84   Maud Allan   was “slender” or “slender and lissome” 
or a “slender deer.”  85   Other dancers were described as “youthfully slender,” 
“sapling- slender,” slender like a birch- tree, or an eel (see  Figure 1.6 )  86      

 Th e Ancient Dancer in the Modern World: Responses to Greek and Roman Dance , ed. Fiona Macintosh 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), p.  196; Patrizia Veroli,  Baccante e dive dell’aria: Donne 
danza e società in Italia, 1900– 1945  (Castello: Edimond, 2001), p. 113.  

     80     Quoted in Peter Kurth,  Isadora: A Sensational Life  (New York: Little, Brown, 2001), p. 100.  
     81     Quoted in Wheelwright,  Th e Fatal Lover , pp. 13, 15, 20; Enrique Gomez- Carillo,  El misterio de la 

vida y de la muerte de Mata Hari  (Madrid: Renaciemento, 1923), p. 41.  
     82     Quoted in Schmidt,  Tanzgeschichte des 20 , p. 28.  
     83     Oleg Kerensky,  Anna Pavlova  (London: Hamilton, 1973), p. 32.  
     84     St. Denis,  An Unfi nished Life , pp. 92, 96; Flitch,  Modern Dancing and Dancers , p. 192.  
     85     Quoted in Cherniavsky, “Maud Allan, Part I,” pp.  30– 31, Cherniavsky, “Maud Allan, Part 

II,” pp.  196, 203; Shaemas O’Sheel, “To Maud Allan,”  Maud Allan and Her Art  (London: n.p., 
n.d.), p. 9.  

     86     Quoted in Charles S. Mayer, “Ida Rubinstein: A Twentieth- Century Cleopatra,”  DRJ  20 (1988): 34; 
Kessler, in  Tagebuch , vol. 4, p. 574; Karl Ettlinger, in a review of 1910, reprinted in  Tanzdrama  14 
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 Th e endless repetition of such terms seems a little obsessive and creepy 
to the modern mind; but to the attentive reader it reveals the almost sub-
conscious impact and importance of the way in which the modern dancers 
were rethinking femaleness –  from the foundation up, from a reimagining 
of female physicality. 

   We will return to this issue in  Chapter 2 ; for now what is important is 
that the modern dancers formed another and very important comarketing   

 Figure 1.6      Th e slender young Grete Wiesenthal, 1908  

(1991):  32; Dahms and Schroedter, eds.,  Der Tanz –  Ein Leben , p.  19; Frank- Manuel Peter, “Die 
‘neie Minchener Derpsichore': Clotilde von Derp –  die früheste Vertreterin des Ausdruckstanzes?,” 
in Frank- Manuel Peter and Rainer Stamm, eds.,  Die Sacharoff s– zwei Tänzer aus dem Umkreis des 
Blauen Reiters  (Cologne:  Wienand, 2002), p.  98; Program of the Kleines Th eater, undated, in 
STAM, Pol. Dir. 3806/ 4.  
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arrangement with some of the leading fashion designers of the period, 
who built on and helped to cement an important shift in perceptions of 
what women’s bodies could and should be like. America was the origi-
nal home of the ideal of slenderness; but European fashion played a cru-
cial role in articulating the new ideal of female beauty after 1900.  87   Of 
particular importance were the French designer Paul Poiret   and the 
Spanish/ Italian designer Mariano Fortuny  ; and both had close working 
relationships with prominent modern dancers. Isadora Duncan   and Poiret 
were close friends, and threw extravagant parties in each other’s honor in 
Paris once Duncan settled there. Poiret designed dresses for her, as well as 
for the Russian dancers Ida Rubinstein   and Anna Pavlova. Duncan and a 
number of other performers wore Mariano Fortuny’s signature garments, 
which not surprisingly were modeled on Greek statuary and “Oriental” 
designs. His “Delphos  ” dress and the “Knossos  ” shawl were particular 
favorites of the modern dancers.  88   Ruth St. Denis   modeled the latter at 
a kind of combined fashion opening and dance performance at the great 
Wertheim department store in Berlin in 1907; and some version of the 
“Delphos” was used variously by Duncan, Wiesenthal, St. Denis, and 
others. In the 1920s the great American dancer Martha Graham  , among 
others, would wear Fortuny creations. Rita Sacchetto   played a similar role 
for Poiret  , modeling his clothes in Paris.  89   

 Th is alliance with fashion designers was a brilliant marketing move 
for modern dance because it helped to make modern dancers mod-
els not only for clothes, but also for an entire new style or mode of 
feminine physicality. As the designer Erté remarked of the very skinny 
Russian dancer Ida Rubinstein  ‘s   infl uence on Paris fashions in 1913, 
fashion “dictates not only the color of hair and complexion but also the 
shape of the body.”  90   Becoming co- arbiters of that new code of beauty 

     87     See Ulrike Th oms, “Dünn und dick, schön und hässlich: Schönheitsideal und Körpersilhouette 
in der Werbung 1850– 1950,” in Peter Borscheid, ed.,  Bilderwelt des Alltags:  Werbung in der 
Konsumgesellschaft des 19. und 20. Jahrhunderts , (Stuttgart:  Steiner, 1995), pp.  242– 281. See also 
Arthur Marwick,  IT:  A  History of Human Beauty  (London:  Hambledon Press, 2004); Peter 
N. Stearns,  Fat History: Bodies and Beauty in the Modern West  (New York: New York University 
Press, 2002), especially 12– 13 and 159– 167.  

     88     See Peter Wollen, “Fashion/ Orientalism/ Th e Body,”  New Formations  1 (1987): 10, 12; Kurth,  Isadora , 
p.  245; Judith R. Walkowitz, “Th e ‘Vision of Salomé: Cosmopolitanism and Erotic Dancing in 
Central London, 1908– 1918,”  American Historical Review  108, no. 2 (2003):  342; Paul Poiret,  My 
First Fifty Years , trans. Stephen Haden Guest (London: Gollancz, 1931), pp. 177, 201– 206; Gabrielle 
Brandtstetter, “Tanzreform und Reformkleid: Zur Textilkunst von Mariano Fortuny,”  Tanzdrama  
14 (1991): 4– 7 and  Tanz- Lektüren , p. 136; Paolo Peri, “La trama della sua vita,” in Leonardo Fumi, 
ed.,  Fortuny nella belle époque  (Milan: Electa, 1984), pp. 62– 64.  

     89     See Shelton,  Ruth St. Denis , p. 82; Ochaim, “Die getanzten Bilder der Rita Sacchetto,” p. 24; Peri, 
“La trama,” 64; Brandstetter,  Tanz- Lektüren,  pp. 129, 130– 136, 138.  

     90     De Cossart,  Ida Rubinstein , p. 57; see also Järvinen,  Dancing Genius , p. 71.  
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gave the modern dancers a claim to be vehicles of a profound kind of 
cultural authority.   

 It is, of course, hard work creating the kind of body that the mod-
ern dancers “demonstrated” –  trim, strong, graceful, and well cared for. 
It should not be surprising, therefore, that some also launched themselves 
into the self- care industry –  into cosmetics and the fi tness and diet mar-
ket. An extraordinary case is that of Olga Desmond   (real name Sellin), a 
Polish- German performer who made a major splash in London in 1906 by 
taking part in a statue- posing act, and then in Berlin with a dance routine 
presented at “beauty evenings” in Berlin (see  Figure 1.7 ). Desmond’s per-
formances were highly controversial, and in fact in early 1909 were even 
debated in the Prussian state parliament.  91   But that notoriety was out-
standing advertising  . Over the following few years, Desmond sold photo-
graphs   and postcards   of herself performing her nude dances; made a short 
fi lm  ; opened a dance school and attempted to open an Academy of Beauty 
and Physical Culture; performed in variety theaters around Germany and 
in St. Petersburg and Vienna; and marketed a massage apparatus, a soap, 
a beauty cream, a breast- enhancement cream, a cream to prevent freckles, 
and a book of beauty tips. During and after World War I  she wrote an 
autobiography, published a system of dance notation, got into the mov-
ies, published a how- to manual on healthy living and fi tness titled “Th e 
Secrets of Beauty,” and marketed a fi tness apparatus involving large rubber 
bands attached to the feet and waist (the “Auto- Gymnast”).  92      

 Desmond was an extreme case of multichannel marketing, but by no 
means unique. Tórtola Valencia  , for example, was for a time the adver-
tising face for a number of products of the French cosmetics company 
Myurgia (particularly the perfume “Maja,” but also bath salts and other 
self- care products). Her image was also used by the Louis Roederer 
champagne company; a British hat manufacturer (see  Figure  1.8 ); “Mr. 
Seymour Churchill, the Greatest Authority on Feminine Beauty in the 
World” and merchant of beauty tips; and, perhaps ironically, a cor-
set manufacturer. She also choreographed for other dancers; made 
and sold oil paintings of herself; sold photographs and postcards; and 
starred in fi lms   ( A Woman’s Heart  in 1913,  Th e Struggle for Life  in 1914).  93   

     91      Stenographische Berichte über die Verhandlungen des preussischen Hauses der Abgeordneten , 13. session, 
January 13, 1909, columns 937– 968.  

     92     Runge,  Olga Desmond , pp. 23– 76.  
     93     María Pilar Queralt,  Tórtola Valencia  (Barcelona: Lumen, 2005), pp. 47– 48; Carlos Murias Vila, “La 

magicienne aux yeux d’abîme,”  Danser  103 (1992): 27; Michelle Clayton, “Touring History: Tórtola 
Valencia between Europe and the Americas,”  DRJ  44 (2012), pp.  34– 45; advertisements in  Th e 
Sketch  (April 8, 1908) and  Th e Daily Mirror  (April 1, 1908), unidentifi ed advertisement for Sandow’s 
Corset (1911?), clippings in MAE, Fonds Tortola Valencia, L2.  
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 Figure 1.7      Olga Desmond’s “Beauty Evening,” 1909  
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 Figure 1.8      Tórtola Valencia in an advertisement for fashionable hats, ca. 1910  
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Clotilde von Derp   modeled for fashion designers, photographers in 
Munich and Paris, the school where she studied dance, and a German 
designer of dance clothes; her photograph was used in advertising for the 
dietary supplement Lebertran in Japan and for the Fiat automobile com-
pany in Europe.  94   Anna Pavlova   endorsed a cold cream and a mouthwash, 
and a brand of silk stockings named after her.  95      

   In all these ways, the modern dancers were tapping into the new mass 
market for consumer goods, and into the new mass media. A very impor-
tant part of the mass- market appeal of modern dance, however, was its 
association as well with the social elite  –  the aristocracy and the busi-
ness and fi nancial elite. And here too, modern dance achieved a remark-
able degree of success. Among the European and American social elite, 
the modern dancers were in demand as performers at private salons and 
parties, as embodiments and proofs of the sophistication and “advanced” 
ideas of the wealthy, and in some cases as sexual partners. Among their 
other accomplishments, in short, the modern dancers also established 
themselves as a luxury commodity. 

 Th is connection was established very early. An early handwritten bio-
graphical sketch of Isadora Duncan   reported that even in her early teens 
she had taught dance to “all the wealthiest children of San Francisco” at 
the home of the “wealthiest woman” in the city. She danced at private 
parties for some of the cream of New York society –  including Astors, 
Vanderbilts, and Palmers –  before leaving for Europe; before her depar-
ture, her name appeared most often in newspaper accounts of private par-
ties at the summer homes of the New York plutocracy.  96   In London she 
gave similar performances at prominent citizens’ houses. Various French 
aristocrats helped to launch her in Paris, including the novelist, poet, and 
leading salon host the Countess de Noailles; the Countess de Greff ulhe  ; 
and the infl uential music patron Winaretta Singer, Princess (by marriage) 
de Polignac   and heir to the Singer sewing- machine fortune. At their par-
ties, she met luminaries such as the composer Gustave Fauré, the law-
yer and future president of the French Republic Georges Clemenceau, 
and the sculptor Auguste Rodin  . When she opened a school   of dance in 
Berlin in 1906, she appealed to wealthy patrons through a benefi t concert 

     94     Th omas Betz, “Die Duncan dichtet, die Sacchetto malt,”  Tanz- Journal  1, no. 5 (2003):  30; Betz, 
“Der Russe und die Münchnerin,” p.  36; DTAK, Inventory no.  56, Clotilde und Alexander 
Sacharoff , II.2.18.11.  

     95     Jennifer Fisher, “Th e Swan Brand: Reframing the Legacy of Anna Pavlova,”  DRJ  44 (2012): 54.  
     96     Linda J. Tomko,  Dancing Class: Gender, Ethnicity, and Social Divides in American Dance, 1890– 1920  

(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1999), pp. 58– 70.  
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selling tickets to members of the Imperial Court, the high nobility, and 
residents of Berlin’s central high- rent Tiergarten district (home to vari-
ous villas and embassies) for up to 1,000 Marks, which was about a year’s 
salary for an industrial worker. One theater journal reported that “in 
fact a number of ladies from these circles have laid a thousand Mark 
note on the altar of Greek dance art.”  97   When Duncan’s sister Elizabeth   
reopened the school in Darmstadt in 1911, under the patronage of the 
Grand Duke of Hessen, there was one gift of 40,000 Marks and eight 
of more than 5,000, and a consortium of three wealthy donors guaran-
teed a loan of 200,000. In the meantime, plans launched by the Duchess 
of Manchester   to help Isadora start a school in Britain, or perhaps in 
Scarsdale, New York, fell through. Short of money for her many projects, 
Duncan repeatedly remarked that “I must fi nd a millionaire!” Th e mil-
lionaire duly appeared in the form of Paris Singer  , brother of the Princess 
de Polignac and co- heir to the Singer sewing machine fortune, who saw 
her perform in 1909 and was immediately smitten.  98   In short, Duncan’s 
multifarious and varied –  and carefully cultivated –  connections with the 
American, European, and ex- patriate American social elite played a criti-
cal role in her entire early career. 

 Th e patronage of the social elite was almost equally important for Ruth 
St. Denis  . Th e architect and art patron Stanford White   played a role in 
St. Denis’s career in New York. So too did a number of prominent society 
matrons (including a sister and a daughter of J. Pierpont Morgan), who 
at one early juncture even rented a theater for her; as she recalled in her 
memoirs the “names of the patronesses meant attention in the newspapers. 
I was interviewed tirelessly.” Th e Duchess of Manchester   was an impor-
tant early advisor and patron to St. Denis in London, as was the extraor-
dinarily wealthy Duchess of Th urn und Taxis   in Vienna. Th e poet, critic, 
and wealthy aristocrat Hugo von Hofmannsthal   fi gured prominently in 
St. Denis’s early European success, as did Harry Graf (count) Kessler  , a 
patrician art critic, museum director, and son of a banker from Hamburg. 
In Berlin she started her performances with a special appearance for 

     97     Kurth,  Isadora , p. 76; “Isadora Duncans Freitanz- Schule,”  Das Th eater  1906, clipping in DTAK, 
Inventory no. 69, Duncan- Archiv, 2.9.2; Blair,  Isadora,  pp. 40– 41.  

     98     DTAK Inventory no.  69, Duncan- Archiv, 1.2 (this document appears to have been written by 
Duncan’s lover Gordon Craig, in German handwriting, but is identifi ed as having been written by 
Duncan); Duncan,  My Life , p. 80; “Verein zur Förderung und Erhaltung der Elizabeth Duncan- 
Schule, Darmstadt, e.V.,” in DTAK Inventory no.  69, Duncan- Archiv, II.1.1.6; Kay Bardsley, 
“Isadora Duncan’s First School,” Dance Research College,  Dance Research Annual  10 (1979): 219– 
249; Sylvia Kahan,  Music’s Modern Muse: A Life of Winaretta Singer, Princesse de Polignac  (Rochester, 
NY: University of Rochester Press, 2003), pp. 117, 157; Duncan,  My Life , pp. 215, 229.  
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the press and “everyone of importance in Berlin . . . and the papers the 
next morning established my success.” She adopted the same strategy in 
London, where a “committee” of prominent friends and fans arranged 
a special performance for the artistic and social elite, including princes, 
dukes, duchesses, and a maharajah as well as painters, sculptors, and play-
wrights. Th e “evening had the desired eff ect. Th e audience increased . . . 
everyone but the King and Queen came . . . and picture postcards of my 
dances began to appear on the streets.”  99   

 None of this was untypical. Early on in her dance career Maud Allan   
was supported by a circle of prominent American expatriates living in 
Brussels, including the American ambassador and his wife. Later, she gave 
a private performance for the King of England and Emperor of Germany 
at the elite spa Marienbad in 1907, met the Queen after performing at a 
party given by the Earl and Countess of Dudley, and formed a close social 
and personal connection with Margot Asquith  , wife of the Prime Minister 
of England.  100   She earned the very substantial sum of £200 per night per-
forming at private parties of the social and fi nancial elite. Less happily, she 
reported that her patrons in Brussels had to protect her from the amo-
rous advances of the King of Belgium, and that she had to speak sharply 
to the son of the Emperor of Germany before he would leave her alone 
during a journey by ship to India; but she recorded with evident pride 
her command performances for kings and emperors, counts and rajahs.  101   
Margarethe Zelle/ Mata Hari   performed in a number of Paris salons, 
including those of the American heiress Natalie Cliff ord Barney   and the 
extremely wealthy doctor, entrepreneur, and patron of the arts and sciences 
Henri de Rothschild  ; she went on to be the mistress of a series of wealthy 
men  –  bankers, aristocrats, and military offi  cers.  102   Regina Woody  / Nila 
Devi performed for wealthy patrons in both London and Paris, as well as 
in variety theater.  103   Allan and St. Denis gave private performances for roy-
alty in Britain and Germany, as did Friderica Derra de Moroda   in Russia, 
and both Mata Hari   and Cléo de Mérode in Berlin; Tórtola Valencia   may 
have had a relationship with Duke Franz Josef of Bavaria; Isadora Duncan   
danced for the Prince of Wales (shortly to become King of England); long 

     99     St. Denis,  An Unfi nished Life , pp. 68, 90, 117; Tomko,  Dancing Class , pp. 47– 58.  
     100     Allan,  My Life , pp.  82, 97; Philip Hoare,  Wilde’s Last Stand  (London:  Duckworth, 1997), 

pp. 80– 81.  
     101     Cherniavsky, “Maud Allan, Part II,” p.  140; Maud Allan, “How I  Startled the World,”  San 

Francisco Call and Post , December 8 and 16, 1921, in Maud Allan clippings fi les, MPDSF.  
     102     Waagenaar,  Th e Murder of Mata Hari , pp. 45– 46 and passim.  
     103     Regina Woody,  Dancing for Joy  (New York: Dutton, 1959), pp. 154– 155, 168, 198.  
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sections of Loïe Fuller’s   autobiography might have been titled “European 
Royalty I Have Known.”  104   

 In some cases, relationships like these ended in marriages into the 
European aristocracy. Olga Sellin/ Desmond   was briefl y married to a 
Hungarian aristocrat; Rita Sacchetto   married a Polish count; Liane de 
Pougy   married a Rumanian prince.  105   But the tone of such relationships 
and of the milieu in which they thrived is perhaps better revealed by a let-
ter home to his parents penned by Harry Graf Kessler   in 1900, reporting 
that a friend “has a very cute and funny lover, an Australian who dances 
here in the Folies- Bergères  . She’s named Miss Saharet   and has the most 
charming way of dancing on a dinner table or on a piano.”  106   Saharet’s 
lover was Alfred Heymel,   a wealthy wastrel and minor poet who was a 
fi xture in Munich’s bohemian arts community.  107   Mata Hari   was partially 
fi nancially dependent on a series of wealthy (and mostly married) lovers. 
And a number of dancers on the margins of the early stages of the modern 
dance revolution had made their way partly or primarily as courtesans –  
Liane de Pougy, Cleo de Merode, or “La Belle Otero” (Caroline Otero  ).  108   

 Th e appeal of modern dance was, however, by no means limited to 
men; modern dancers’ connections with women of the upper class appear 
to have been at least as important. Wealthy women, not men, more often 
hired the modern dancers to perform at parties. “Society” women played 
a crucial role in launching modern dance by hiring Duncan and St. Denis 
to perform at parties in New York or at their summer homes in Rhode 
Island. Prominent American expatriate women played a crucial role as 
early patrons of the American dancers who launched the modern dance 
revolution in Europe. Th ey included Winaretta Singer  ; another American 
heiress in Paris, Natalie Barney  ; in Britain the Duchess of Manchester  , 
who was of Cuban parentage but raised in New Orleans; Madame 
Rienzini, an early patron of Regina Woody   (and married to an Italian 

     104     Cherniavsky, “Maud Allan, Part II,” pp.  219– 223; St. Denis,  An Unfi nished Life , pp.  77– 78; 
Duncan,  My Life , p.  80; Dahms and Schroedter, eds.,  Der Tanz , p.  16; Queralt,  Tórtola , p.  31; 
Kurth,  Isadora , p. 64; Loïe Fuller,  Fifteen Years of a Dancer’s Life  (Boston: Small, Maynard, 1913), 
passim and particularly later chapters; Ochaim, “Varieté- Tänzerinnen um 1900,” in Balk and 
Ochaim, eds.,  Varieté- Tänzerinnen um 1900 , pp. 91, 131– 132.  

     105     Brygida Ochaim, “Die Barfusstänzerin Olga Desmond,”  Tanzdrama  39 (1997):  19– 21; Brygida 
Ochaim, “Die getanzten Bilder der Rita Sacchetto,”  Tanzdrama  14 (1991):  22– 25; Ochaim, 
“Varieté- Tänzerinnen um 1900,” in Balk and Ochaim, eds.,  Varieté- Tänzerinnen um 1900 , p. 90.  

     106     See Hugo von Hofmannsthal,  Hugo von Hofmannsthal, Briefwechsel mit Alfred Walter Heymel , ed. 
Werner Vole (Freiburg: Rombach, 1998), p. 10, n. 3.  

     107     On Heymel see Hermann Wilhelm,  Die Münchener Bohème  (Munich:  Buchendorfer, 1993), 
pp. 130– 131.  

     108     La Belle Otero/ Caroline Otero,  My Story  (London: Philpot, 1927); de Mérode,  la Ballet de ma vie .  
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banker in London); and Maud Allan’s   patron in Brussels, the American 
ambassador’s wife Natalie Townsend.  109   

 In part, this relationship can be explained by the role of aristocratic 
women as patrons of salons  –  more or less regular but informal social 
gatherings for infl uential fi gures from the arts, literature, politics, and 
sometimes fi nance. Th e thematic content of modern dance “worked” 
in this setting as well:  “Oriental” themes appealed to the craze for 
Buddhism, New Th ought, Th eosophy  , and “Eastern” décor in this social 
milieu around the turn of the twentieth century, while “Greek” models 
were familiar to them as well as part of European high culture.  110   Modern 
dance was, then, an appropriate adornment for private parties  –  like a 
string quartet, or a poetry reading. 

   In some cases these relationships with elite women may have been sex-
ual. Here too, the thematics worked; for in addition to being the cradle 
of Western Civilization, ancient Greece was also widely understood to be 
the original home of homosexuality –  including “Sapphic” love, particu-
larly after the rediscovery of much of Sappho’s poetry in the early 1890s.  111   
In fact it appears that the modern dance revolution played a not insig-
nifi cant role in the establishment of the modern subculture of lesbian-
ism. Loïe Fuller was more or less openly homosexual, and surrounded 
herself with adoring young female dancers –  a role Duncan claimed, in 
her autobiography, to have found off - putting and incomprehensible.  112   
But Duncan   may have played deliberately on her sensual appeal to 
women, including the Princess de Polignac   and Natalie Barney  . In later 
years she appears at least to have penned rather explicit amorous poetry 
to women friends (“My kisses like a swarm of bees/ Would fi nd their way/ 
Between thy knees”).  113   It may not be coincidental, too, that one of the 
more infl uential series of early photographs of Duncan was produced by 
the photo- atelier Elvira  , which was operated by a radical feminist couple, 
Anita Augspurg and Sophia Goudstikker.  114   Tórtola Valencia   appears to 

     109     Tomko,  Dancing Class , pp. 41– 64; Shelton,  Ruth St. Denis , p. 71; Woody,  Dancing , pp. 154– 157; 
Allan,  My Life , p. 82; on the Duchess of Manchester see Ruth Brandon,  Th e Dollar Princesses: Sagas 
of Upward Nobility, 1870– 1914  (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1980), pp. 30– 31.  

     110     On Delsartean “salon performers” and upper- class Orientalism, see Th omas,  Dance , pp. 63, 78– 79.  
     111     Samuel N.  Dorf, “Dancing Greek Antiquity in Private and Public:  Isadora Duncan’s Early 

Patronage in Paris,”  DRJ  44 (2012): 8, 14.  
     112     Duncan,  My Life , p. 93.  
     113     Susan Manning, “Isadora Duncan, Martha Graham und die lesbische Rezeption,”  Tanzdrama  

44/ 45 (1999), pp. 19– 21 (quotation); Suzanne Rodriguez,  Wild Heart  (New York: HarperCollins, 
2002), p. 113; Dorf, “Dancing Greek Antiquity,” pp. 7– 11.  

     114     Wilhelm,  Münchener Bohème , pp. 116– 121; on early modern dance and photography, see Sabine 
Huschka, “Bildgebungen tanzender Körper:  Choreographierte Blickfänge 1880 bis 1920,” 
 Fotogeschichte  101 (2006): 41– 50.  
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have had long- term relationships with at least two adopted “daughters.” 
Th e name of one was sometimes given as Rosita Corma, and sometimes 
as Rosa Carne Centellas –  which might be roughly translated as Sparkly 
Pink Meat. Valencia was buried with her. Some newspapers made care-
fully veiled references to her preferences –  for example referring to her as a 
“much- discussed Sappho” or hinting at a lover’s quarrel between Valencia 
and her English companion “Miss Nella” in a railway- car sleeping com-
partment.  115   Maud Allan   was eventually –  during World War I –  at the 
center of a libel trial involving allegations of her homosexual relationship 
with Margot Asquith  , or perhaps a romantic triangle involving both her 
and her husband; and she does appear to have had intimate relationships 
with other women later.  116     

 Whether with men or with women, over time such relationships 
were of declining importance, as modern dance established itself as a 
widely accepted performance genre with a reliable commercial market. 
Performances at private parties of the social elite continued to be an impor-
tant source of revenue; but by 1910 the market was suffi  ciently robust that 
this was one of many income streams, and probably important primarily 
because it helped to keep the dancers in the media. Th is too was a mar-
keting strategy –  a whiff  of polymorphic sexual adventurism, the cachet 
of “advanced” and/ or decadent ideas and aristocratic admirers, a note of 
newsworthy scandal. A decade before marrying her Rumanian prince in 
1910, for example, Liane de Pougy   published in novel form a thinly veiled 
blow- by- blow account of her torrid aff air with Natalie Barney  .  117   Th is 
was a way of gaining media attention and marketing pull –  one of those 
forms of “eccentricity” that prominent women cultivated to sustain media 
interest.  118      

  1.5     Modernity, America, Business  

     Collectively, then, the early modern dance stars adopted an extraor-
dinarily eff ective multichannel marketing strategy, exquisitely suited 

     115     Iris Garland,  Tortola Valencia:  Modernism and Exoticism in Early Twentieth Century Dance , ed. 
Mary Fox (Vancouver:  Five/ Cinq Limited, 2013), p.  58; “Del Cartel de Anoche,”  El Mundo  
(Madrid), December 16, 1912 and Periquin, “Tórtola Valencia,”  El Liberal  (Barcelona), January 20, 
1912, “Tórtola Valencia –  Riña en el treno,”  El Noticiero Universal  (February 17, 1912), clippings in 
MAE, Fonds Tortola Valencia, L3.  

     116     Hoare,  Wilde’s Last Stand , p. 85.  
     117     Rodriguez,  Wild Heart , p. 91.  
     118     See, e.g., Mary Louise Roberts, “Rethinking Female Celebrity: Th e Eccentric Star of Nineteenth- 

Century France,” in Edward Berenson and Eva Giloi, eds.,  Constructing Charisma  (New  York: 
Berghahn, 2010), pp. 103– 116.  
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to the emerging mass cultural market  –  for art, for entertainment, for 
fashion, for soft- core pornography, and ultimately also for a “modern” 
image of female selfhood. None of this was entirely new. Nineteenth- 
century ballet dancers too were required to be slender, ethereal creatures; 
as Deborah Jowitt pointed out, they too were “supple” and snakelike; 
they too embodied both “female sensuality and female chastity.” And a 
sizable proportion of the ballet repertoire, too, had been built around 
“Oriental  ” themes.  119   Nor was the cult of the female dancer as celebrity 
a novelty: Th e modern dancers of the turn of the century were clearly 
running down paths fi rst laid down the great ballerinas of the roman-
tic ballet, such as Carlotta Grisi, Marie Taglioni, or Fanny Elssler, who 
were also sometimes received with wild enthusiasm, as early as the 1830s 
and 1840s.  120   Even the classical references were not entirely new: the poet 
and critic Th éophile Gautier, for example, had described Taglioni as hav-
ing the same “rounded and polished forms” as a “divine marble   [statue] 
from the times of Pericles,” and Fanny Elssler as resembling “fi gures from 
Herculaneum or Pompei” –  already half a century before Isadora Duncan   
appeared.  121   

 Modern dance, then, “modernized” an existing role, and a degree of 
familiarity may have contributed to its success. Nevertheless, something 
new was happening in modern dance after 1900. Most obviously, in many 
cases the modern dancers were combining some of these older elements 
with a very astute mobilization of the potentials of new technologies and 
new markets  –  photography, moving pictures, fashion and beauty, the 
new “respectable” variety theater, the burgeoning advertising industry. 
Th is broadened strategy could be extremely lucrative. During one particu-
larly prosperous period in 1909 and 1910, Olga Desmond   earned between 
6,000 and 15,000 German Marks monthly –  six to fi fteen times an indus-
trial worker’s annual wages. During the same period, Maud Allan   earned 
£250 per week for her variety- theater performances alone. Four years later 
the director of the theater she performed at reported that she had amassed 
at least £25,000 –  not the wealth of the aristocracy or industrial barons, 
but a comfortable fortune.  122   

     119     Deborah Jowitt,  Time and the Dancing Image  (New York: Morrow, 1988), pp. 60– 61 and passim.  
     120     See Conyers, “Courtesans”; Jennifer Homans,  Apollo’s Angels:  A  History of Ballet  (New  York: 

Random House, 2010).  
     121     Quoted in Jean- Pierre Pastori,  A corps perdu: La dance nue au XXe siècle  (Lausanne: Favre, 1983), 

p.  25; Th eophile Gautier, “Fanny Elssler in ‘La Tempête,’ ” in Roger Copeland and Marshall 
Cohen, eds.,  What Is Dance?: Readings in Th eory and Criticism  (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1983), pp. 431, 433.  

     122     Runge,  Olga Desmond , p. 58; Cherniavsky, “Maud Allan, Part II,” p. 139.  
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 As a marketing phenomenon, then, modern dance was an extraordinary 
achievement, and a remarkably well- timed one. Tapping into some of the 
most profound social, cultural, and technological transformations of their 
time, the pioneers of modern dance were able to build an audience that 
crossed class lines. Founding their success on what was originally a working- 
class form, they were nevertheless able to speak the language of middle- class 
cultural respectability, while also mobilizing the social and cultural cachet 
(and money) of the European social elite. In short, the modern dance pio-
neers translated their grasp of  Zeitgeist  into a remarkable marketing coup. 

 It is not coincidental that American performers played a central role 
in pioneering this marketing strategy in Europe, nor that American 
patrons played an important role in fi rst establishing modern dance in 
Europe. Th eir role is just one instance of a broader pattern, paralleled 
in the cinema, pulp fi ction, fashion, managerial and production tech-
niques, and advertising. Th e social and cultural changes to which these 
forms responded took hold earliest and most thoroughly in the United 
States, the most technologically advanced and structurally fl uid society 
of the period. Culture was also much more exclusively subject to market 
pressures in the United States than in most of Europe –  where the aris-
tocracy and the state, including offi  cial institutions (like art academies, 
opera houses, and ballet companies) played a much more important role 
in shaping the arts. Th e techniques of marketing to a modern mass con-
sumer audience were pioneered in the United States.     

 In this sense, it is not really paradoxical that one reviewer for a Madrid 
newspaper observed in 1919 that he admired Tórtola Valencia’s   “North 
American- style journalistic talent, more than everything else, her stupen-
dous intuition for exorbitant publicity and scandal,” and refl ected that if 
she retired from the stage he “would like to join her as partners in a formi-
dable . . . publicity business.”  123   And Maud Allan   clearly reveled in her role 
as pragmatic American in a defense of her art published at the height of 
her success in 1910:

  Unpleasant comment has been made on the size of my audiences, leading 
to the charge that I dance for money. I do. I have found, unromantic as it 
may seem, that neither art nor artists can exist without it.  124    

  David Belasco    –  a successful arts entrepreneur  –  remarked of Ruth St. 
Denis   that “the energy and ambition of this girl had no limit. . . . I never 

     123     Quoted in Garland, “Early Modern Dance,” p. 17.  
     124     Unidentifi ed clipping of April 1910, “Maud Allan Makes Answer to Critics,” in Maud Allan clip-

pings fi les, MPDSF.  
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saw a girl with such a keen desire to succeed.” St. Denis was ambivalent 
about money, and not particularly good at keeping it; she told her stu-
dents they “should  think  of dance as Art although you may have to  do  
it as business.”  125   One could see the modern dance revolution, then, as 
one of many successful trans- Atlantic commercial and cultural ventures. 
It combined American business know- how with the cachet of European 
culture –  for Europe was still regarded, probably even by most Americans, 
as the heartland of tradition, refi nement, and sophistication. 

 Th is synthesis worked on two further and extremely important levels, 
however. First, modern dancers understood themselves not to be the heirs 
of European artistic tradition, but as rebels against it. At the same time, 
they sought to present themselves as legitimate and respectable artists, not 
as businesspeople and entertainers. An important part of their market-
ing strategy, therefore, was to align themselves not with European artistic 
tradition, but with the European artistic avant- garde. Th is they did with 
extraordinary success. Second, the United States was at the turn of the 
century not only the great home of capitalist enterprise but also the great-
est center of feminist activism in the world, and a society in which gender 
roles were being reconfi gured more radically and rapidly than anywhere 
else –  specifi cally in the direction of autonomy and independent agency 
for women. Modern dance brought these two elements together in a pow-
erful and, for the time, radical synthesis. Th at connection is the subject of 
 Chapter 2 .       

     125     David Belasco,  Th e Th eatre through Its Stage Door  (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1919), p. 7; 
Jane Sherman,  Soaring: Th e Diary and Letters of a Denishawn Dancer in the Far East, 1925– 1926  
(Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 1976), p. 23.  
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